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OverviewAlthough the study of bu�er asymptotics is of a mathematical nature, this do-main is still closely related to issues arising in the telecom practice. Amongother things, this is illustrated by the fact that the mathematical model usedthroughout this thesis is derived from a real-world network device, namely theATM statistical multiplexer. Together with a formal description of the multi-plexer model, a short and informal overview of ATM and Quality of Service isgiven in Chapter 1. As this thesis focuses on the inuence of the arrival process,Chapter 1 closes with an overview of the characteristics of teletra�c.All studied arrival processes are modelled as a Discrete-time Batch Marko-vian Arrival Process or DBMAP, most queueing systems are represented byDMAP-D-1 queues. Therefore both the DBMAP and the DMAP-D-1 queueare presented in detail in Chapter 2. In Section 2.7.1 the asymptotic behaviourfor a large class of DMAP-D-1 queues is examined by applying the classicaldominant pole approximation. How bu�er asymptotics can be obtained forthese DMAP-D-1 queues by large deviation techniques is demonstrated in Sec-tion 2.7.2.Chapter 3 does not deal explicitly with bu�er asymptotics. It is shown therethat the Matrix-Analytical Approach (MAA) and the Functional Equation Ap-proach (FEA) to solve discrete-time queueing system are essentially equivalentwhen applied to the DMAP-D-1 queue. It is furthermore indicated that thisequivalence also holds for the DBMAP-G-1 queue and the DBMAP-D-c multi-server queue. This chapter is concluded with two case studies. The �rst oneis merely an illustration of the general theory, the second one deals with anapproximation for the occurring boundary probabilities. The accuracy of thisapproximation is assessed by numerical examples, where the emphasis is on itsapplication to bu�er asymptotics. This chapter is an extension of [18].Tail transitions are the subject of study in Chapter 4. A tail transition is anabrupt change of the asymptotic behaviour which occurs when the parame-ters determining the system are only slightly varied. Two radically di�erentqueueing systems in which such transitions take place are presented. The �rstsystem describes two queues in tandem. The techniques used here to obtainthe asymptotic behaviour can be seen as a generalisation of the dominant poleapproximation. The second system is a multi-server queue having as input atra�c mix which consists of a Long Range Dependent (LRD) and a Short Range



Dependent (SRD) component. It turns out that two types of asymptotic be-haviour can be observed for this queue, depending on the number of servers andon the sizes of the components of the total arrival process.Chapter 5 aims at applying the philosophy behind pseudo self-similar processesto obtain bu�er asymptotics for a queue with LRD input. Therefore an LRD ar-rival process is de�ned as the limit of a sequence of Markovian arrival processes.The correlation structure of this tra�c model is determined in detail. Bu�erasymptotics are obtained by using large deviation techniques. Most materialpresented here can also be found in [19].In Chapter 6 a multiplexer queue with discrete-time LRD M/G/1 input isconsidered. An analytically tractable expression for the generating functionassociated with the stationary bu�er distribution is derived. The exact bu�erasymptotics are obtained by applying a Tauberian theorem to this generatingfunction. The same approach is successfully applied to a queue having as inputthe superposition of a Markovian arrival process and an LRD M/G/1 process.The obtained results are also considered from a practical point of view. Thischapter is based on both [17] and [20].
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Chapter 1IntroductionThe main part of this thesis deals with bu�er asymptotics, or more preciselystated, with the asymptotic behaviour of the stationary distribution associ-ated with the occupancy of bu�ers in queueing systems. Although this studyis of a mathematical nature, it has its motivation in the domain of today'stelecommunication systems. This is illustrated by the fact that the mathemat-ical model used throughout this text is derived from a rather generic networkdevice, namely the ATM statistical multiplexer. Preceding the formal de�ni-tion of the so-called multiplexer model given in Section 1.2, its importance isindicated in Section 1.1. Because the arrival process turns out to be the mostimportant component of this model, Section 1.3 is devoted to the characteristicsand the modelling of network tra�c.1.1 ATM and Quality of ServiceFor years telephone systems were the only telecommunication systems of greateconomical importance. This clearly changed during the last 20 years. Datanetworks emerged and the amount of tra�c they are carrying is rapidly in-creasing, consider e.g. the Internet. The telecommunication infrastructure be-ing deployed now is intended to transport di�erent types of tra�c: voice, data,video, : : : Otherwise stated, the idea behind the Integrated Services DigitalNetwork or ISDN is slowly becoming a reality. Consequently the AsynchronousTransfer Mode (ATM), the transport mechanism de�ned at the end of the eight-ies by the telecom community to deal with the tra�c generated by integratedservices, is gaining ground. Of course the involved technologies are evolvingrapidly and some drawbacks of ATM are becoming clear. Nevertheless themost distinguished property of ATM, its notion of Quality of Service (QoS),is being adopted by other important transport mechanisms, e.g. the protocolsrunning the Internet. As the research performed in this thesis is closely relatedwith a speci�c type of QoS, we start with a short and informal overview of ATMand QoS (for a detailed exposition see e.g. [27]), [21], [30] and [38].



2 1. IntroductionATM is a connection-oriented and packet-switched transmission procedure using�xed-size data packets, called cells. An e�cient use of network resources is madepossible by statistical multiplexing. Roughly speaking this technique allows toput multiple tra�c streams together on a single line, as long as on the averagethe total arrival rate does not exceed the capacity of the channel. When therearrive temporarily more cells than can be transmitted, those extra cells arebu�ered. The typical ATM device which enables statistical multiplexing is theATM statistical multiplexer, studied in detail in Section 1.2.Since ATM is connection-oriented, users have to set up a connection before theyare allowed to transmit data. The ATM network can decide whether or not toaccept the new connection through a procedure called Connection AdmissionControl (CAC). A connection can be refused, e.g. if the QoS requested by thenew user cannot be guaranteed. Let us therefore present QoS in more detail.QoS can be easily understood when considering video tra�c. This type of datatra�c has stringent real-time constraints: cells are not allowed to arrive withtoo big delays, which would otherwise result in an unacceptable degradationof the image quality. So limiting the delays for some types of tra�c is a �rstkind of QoS a network should support. When transporting �les, delay is only oflimited importance. Here clearly the integrity of the data has to be conserved.Consequently the cell loss probability (CLP), which is the probability that cellsget lost by e.g. bu�er overows, should be kept as small as possible.Bu�er asymptotics are related to this second type of QoS presented above.When considering large bu�ers the CLP can be approximated by using bu�erasymptotics obtained for the appropriate queueing systems. Hence the study ofbu�er asymptotics is useful for both the design of bu�ers in network elements(e.g. switches, multiplexers, : : : ) and for the development of CAC algorithms.
1.2 The Multiplexer Model and Bu�er Asymp-toticsThe ATM network device which | by its nature | gives rise to cell loss is thestatistical multiplexer. For this device a mathematical model will be derived,the so-called multiplexer queue. It is a rather generic model, which can also beidenti�ed as a component of more complicated devices, such as switches.The statistical multiplexer is the network element which multiplexes severalincoming links on one outgoing link, as pictured in Figure 1.2. Since cellscan arrive simultaneously at the multiplexer, and since only one cell can betransmitted to the outgoing link at a time, there is a bu�er where cells cantemporarily wait. If the bu�er is full, newly arriving cells will be lost. Hencethe CLP can be derived from the probability of bu�er overows.



1.2. The Multiplexer Model and Bu�er Asymptotics 3

Figure 1.1: Statistical multiplexer1.2.1 The multiplexer queueThe multiplexer model is de�ned by mapping the physical description givenabove onto a queueing system. Therefore we recall the three main componentsof a queueing system:� the input or arrival process,� the service mechanism,� the queueing discipline.The input process describes stochastically how the requests for service or cus-tomers arrive in time. Details on the characteristics of these processes can befound in 1.3. The service mechanism typically is a description of how long ittakes to serve a customer. The queueing discipline is the order in which thecustomers are served: this can be according to a FIFO or LIFO discipline, somecustomers may have priority over others, : : :Notice that for the ATM multiplexer one essentially deals with a discrete-timemodel: the unit of time, also called slot, is de�ned as the time needed to transmit1 cell to the outgoing link. Since it is assumed that the cells are served in FIFOorder, we are left with identifying the arrival process and the service mechanism.The arrival process is described by a discrete-time stochastic process Xk, withXk representing the number of cells arriving at slot k. All arrival processesconsidered in this thesis will be modelled as DBMAPs or Discrete-time BatchMarkovian Arrival Processes. This versatile class of processes is introduced indetail in Chapter 2. For now it su�ces to remark that the process Xk can bevery general. For example it does not necessarily represent a superposition oftra�c streams, as is the case with a real multiplexer. This generality contributesto the generic character of the multiplexer model.The service mechanism is straightforward: there is only one server, the servicetime is deterministic and by de�nition equal to 1 time slot. Although physicallyincorrect we assume that the bu�er is in�nitely long. An estimate for the CLPassociated with a �nite bu�er is given in Section 1.2.2.



4 1. IntroductionWhenever the arrival process of the multiplexer queue is modelled as a DBMAP,the queue itself corresponds to a DBMAP-D-1 queue. This class of queueingsystems is presented in depth in Chapter 2.1.2.2 Cell loss and bu�er asymptoticsLet qk denote the number of cells in the system, including the one in service, attime k. The stochastic evolution of the multiplexer queue is given by Lindley'sequationqk+1 = (qk � 1)+ +Xk;with a+ = max(a; 0). Hence if E[Xk] < 1, there exists a stationary version qof the qk. The random variable q will be said to correspond to the stationaryqueue length distribution, or to be the stationary bu�er distribution. Note thatthe cell in service is also taken into account by the de�nition of q.A straightforward and conservative approximation for the CLP of a bu�er withlength K is given by Pfq > Kg. When long bu�ers are concerned, it is ofinterest to know the behaviour of Pfq > Kg for K !1. Mathematical resultsabout this asymptotic behaviour make it possible to derive approximations forthe CLP, which are easy to compute compared with the determination of thewhole distribution of q.1.3 Tra�c Characteristics and ModellingThe most important characteristic of an arrival process Xk, besides its meanarrival rate, is its autocorrelation, given by the autocorrelation functionr(k) = Cov�X1; X1+k�Var�X1� : (1.1)According to this second-order characteristic arrival processes can be divided intwo classes: the Short Range Dependent (SRD) and the Long Range Dependent(LRD) arrival processes. We recall the formal de�nition of these two types ofprocesses from [52].De�nition 1.3.1. A process Xk is called LRD if1Xk=1 Var�X1; Xk� =1;otherwise Xk is said to be SRD.



1.3. Tra�c Characteristics and Modelling 51.3.1 SRD arrival processesTwo main types of arrival processes can be identi�ed within the class of theSRD processes. First of all one has processes without autocorrelation, here Xkis a sequence of i.i.d. random variables. The multiplexer queue with such inputis actually a GI-G-1 queue. Bu�er asymptotics for this type of queues can bestudied by using the theory developed in e.g. [13].The second important subclass contains the so-called Markovian arrival pro-cesses, having an exponentially decaying autocorrelation. For the continuous-time case these processes are typically modelled as a �nite state Batch Marko-vian Arrival process or BMAP. When working in discrete-time, one can use theDiscrete-time BMAP or DBMAP. The asymptotic behaviour of queues withsuch input can be obtained by using the dominant pole approximation, pre-sented in Theorem 2.7.2.1.3.2 LRD arrival processes and self-similarityThe careful statistical analysis of huge amounts of high quality tra�c mea-surements, which started in the mid 90's (see e.g. [39] and [50]), revealed theprevalence of self-similar tra�c patters in today's high-speed networks. Thenotion of self-similar tra�c, which will be formalised later on, can intuitively beunderstood as tra�c which is bursty over a wide range of time scales. Otherwisestated, the number of data packets passing through the network each 10s showsthe same variability as the number of packets measured over 1s intervals, andso on. Hence the aggregation in time of such a tra�c stream does not make itsmoother. Among other things, self-similarity implies a high degree of autocor-relation, in sharp contrast with the commonly made modelling assumptions atthat time. Most tra�c models were essentially Markovian or SRD, having atworst an exponentially decaying autocorrelation. The autocorrelation of self-similar tra�c is decaying much slower, i.e. according to a power-law, resultingin LRD.In the literature the terms LRD and self-similarity are more or less used assynonyms. It will take us however some de�nitions and properties to state theprecise relationship between these two notions. We start with de�ning self-similarity for continuous-time processes.De�nition 1.3.2. The real-valued process fX(t); t > 0g is self-similar withHurst parameter 0 < H < 1 if for all a > 0, the �nite-dimensional distributionsof fX(at); t > 0g are identical to the �nite-dimensional distributions of theprocess faHX(t); t > 0g.Fractional Brownian motion, constructed in e.g. [44], is probably the best knownexample of a self-similar process. Ordinary Brownian motion is a self-similarwith H = 1=2. For discrete-time processes the de�nition of self-similarity isbased on the notion of aggregated process.



6 1. IntroductionDe�nition 1.3.3. With a discrete-time stochastic process X = (X1; X2; : : : ),one can associate a sequence of aggregated processes X(m) = (X(m)1 ; X(m)2 ; : : : ),m > 1, de�ned byX(m)k = 1m�X(k�1)m + : : :+Xkm�:For discrete-time processes several di�erent de�nitions for self-similarity can befound in the literature. The one most resembling De�nition 1.3.2, presented ine.g. [39], is given below.De�nition 1.3.4. A process X = (X1; X2; : : : ) is called self-similar with Hurstparameter H, 0 < H < 1, if for all m > 1,X = m1�HX(m);where the equality is understood in the sense of equality of the corresponding�nite-dimensional distributions.A less stringent notion of self-similarity considers only the second order charac-teristics of the process, see again [39].De�nition 1.3.5. A covariance-stationary process X = (X1; X2; : : : ), withvariance � and autocorrelation function r(k), is called exactly second-order self-similar, with Hurst parameter 0 < H < 1, if for all m > 1, X and m1�HX(m)have identical second-order statistics; i.e. for all m > 1,Var(m1�HX(m)) = �2 (1.2)and r(m)(k) = r(k) for k > 1;with r(m)(k) the autocorrelation function of the aggregated process X(m)k .In [59] it is shown that there is some redundancy in De�nition 1.3.5, as can beconcluded from the following proposition.Proposition 1.3.6. If the process X satis�es condition (1.2) thenr(k) = g(k) def= 12�(k + 1)2H � 2k2H + (k � 1)2H�:In practice one will seldomly encounter a process having exactly g(k) as au-tocorrelation function. Therefore the notion of asymptotically second-orderself-similarity is introduced.De�nition 1.3.7. A covariance-stationary process X is called asymptoticallysecond-order self-similar with Hurst parameter 0 < H < 1 if for k > 1,limm!1 r(m)(k) = g(k):



1.3. Tra�c Characteristics and Modelling 7Most of the time it is shown that a process is asymptotically second-order self-similar by invoking the following proposition, proved in [59]. The notationf(k) � g(k), with f , g real-valued functions, stands for limk!1 f(k)=g(k) = 1.Proposition 1.3.8. If the autocorrelation function r(k) of the covariance-sta-tionary process X satis�esr(k) � ck��; (1.3)with 0 < � < 1 and c > 0, then Xk is asymptotically second-order self-similarwith Hurst parameter H = 1� �=2.From Proposition 1.3.6 it can be seen that an asymptotically second-order self-similar process is LRD if the Hurst parameter H 2 (1=2; 1]. Based on thisobservation the following de�nition is most frequently used in the literature.De�nition 1.3.9. A covariance-stationary process X is LRD with Hurst pa-rameter H 2 (1=2; 1], if for some c > 0,Cov(X1; Xn) � cn2H�2: (1.4)An equivalent way to express the property (1.4) is presented in [52].Proposition 1.3.10. The covariance-stationary process X is LRD with Hurstparameter H 2 (1=2; 1], if for some c > 0,Var�X1 + : : :+Xn� � cn2H :





Chapter 2The DBMAP-D-1 QueueBoth the Discrete-time Batch Markovian Arrival Process (DBMAP) and theDBMAP-D-1 queue belong to the domain of matrix-analytical queueing anal-ysis. The matrix-analytical approach to queueing systems, presented in detailin [49], is merely the generalisation of the way the classical M/G/1-queue issolved. This solution of the M/G/1-queue relies on the technique of the embed-ded Markov chain, which is a technique widely used in queueing theory. Herewe explain the main idea by looking at a general queueing system, introduced inSection 1.2. Using the information contained in the arrival process, the servicemechanism and the service discipline, one aims at solving the queueing system:the calculation of the steady-state distribution | or related characteristics |of the number of customers in the system. The most straightforward technique| of course only applicable to the most simple models | is to formulate, inan analytically tractable way, the stochastic process describing the system con-tents. Complicated queueing systems need to be tackled by more sophisticatedtechniques, because the process describing the number of customers in the sys-tem at arbitrary time instants is often very complex. The key idea to simplifythings is not to keep track of the system whole the time, but to consider it onlyat certain well-de�ned time instants, called epochs. An example are the so-called departure epochs. Here one only observes the system immediately afterthe departure of a customer. The M/G/1-queue is the best known example ofa queueing system that can be solved this way. For this queue the number ofcustomers in the system at departure epochs constitutes a Markov chain, theso-called embedded Markov chain.As demonstrated in [49] it is possible to obtain an embedded Markov chainfor a wide range of arrival processes and service mechanisms. The generalapplicability of this technique comes however at the price of introducing aux-iliary variables or states, resulting in embedded Markov chains of the so-calledM/G/1-type. In [49] a rigid framework is developed to solve a wide variety ofthese M/G/1-type Markov chains associated with queueing systems. The arrivalprocesses which lead in a natural way | both conceptually and notationally |to M/G/1-type queueing systems, are the Batch Markovian Arrival Processes



10 2. The DBMAP-D-1 Queueor BMAPs. This type of arrival process, presented in [42], is essentially a moretransparent reformulation of the versatile Markovian point process introducedin [48].The DBMAP now is the discrete-time counterpart of the BMAP and was in-troduced in [9]. We recall four properties which make DBMAPs an attractivemodel for discrete-time arrival processes:� the notation is simple and transparent,� the superposition of DBMAPs is again a DBMAP,� the output process of a queue with DBMAP input can also be describedas a DBMAP,� the related queueing systems can be solved by using e�cient computa-tional methods.2.1 The DBMAP: De�nition and PropertiesFormally, a DBMAP is de�ned by an in�nite set of positive m � m matrices�Dl�06l<1, with the property thatD = 1Xl=0 Dlis a transition matrix. A DBMAP will be denoted by the tuple (D;Dl), whichcompletely determines it. By de�nition the Markov chain Jn, associated withD and having fi; 1 6 i 6 mg as state space, is controlling the actual arrivingprocess as follows. Suppose J is in state i at time n. By going to the nexttime instant n + 1 there occurs a transition to another or possibly the samestate, and a batch arrival may or may not occur. The entries (Dl)i;j representthe probabilities of having a transition from state i to j and a batch arrivalof size l. So a transition from state i to j without an arrival will occur withprobability (D0)i;j. Denote by Xn the number of arrivals generated at slotn. De�ne the process Nn by Nn = Pnm=1Xm. The construction describedabove implies that (Nn; Jn) is a two-dimensional Markov chain with state spacef(k; i); 0 6 k <1; 1 6 i 6 mg and transition matrixT = 0BBB@D0 D1 D2 : : :0 D0 D1 : : :0 0 D0 : : :... ... ... . . .1CCCA :Although DBMAPs are always introduced with m �nite, this is not necessary.Most calculations can also be performed if m =1. We will point out where anin�nite state space really makes a di�erence.



2.1. The DBMAP: De�nition and Properties 11Let � be the stationary probability vector of the Markov chain Jn, i.e.�D = �;and �e = 1 with e a column vector of 1's. The mean arrival rate � = E[Xn] ofthe DBMAP (D;Dl) is given by� = �� 1Xl=1 lDl�e:Many calculations within the �eld of discrete probability involve generatingfunctions, the theory of DBMAPs being no exception. The generating functionD(z) associated with a DBMAP is de�ned byD(z) = 1Xl=0 Dlzl:Notice that� = �� ddzD(z)����z=1�e:Example 2.2 (A Markovian on-o� source). An on-o� source is said to be Mar-kovian if the length of the o�- and on-periods is geometrically distributed. Theparameters are respectively denoted by � and �. When the source is in the o�-state no arrivals are generated, when the source is in the on-state it generatesarrivals according to a Bernouilli distribution with parameter p. Modelling sucha source as a DBMAP requires only two states: one on-state and one o�-state.The probability that a silent, resp. active, source becomes active, resp. silent,in the next time slot is 1 � �, resp. 1 � �. By taking the �rst state to be theo�-state, the DBMAP is completely determined byD(z) = � � 1� �(1� �)(1� p+ pz) �(1� p+ pz)� :One easily derives that� = � 1� �2� �� � 1� �2� �� �� :The mean arrival rate is given by� = p 1� �2� �� � :



12 2. The DBMAP-D-1 Queue2.2.1 Superposition of DBMAPsOne of the advantages of the DBMAP description of tra�c streams is that asuperposition of DBMAPs is again a DBMAP. The construction of this super-position involves the Kronecker product 
. Consider for its de�nition a matrixA = [aij] of order m�n and a matrix B of order r� s. The Kronecker productof the two matrices, denoted by A
B, is de�ned as the partitioned matrix,A
B = 0BBB@a11B a12B : : : a1nBa21B a22B : : : a2nB... ... ...am1B am2B : : : amnB
1CCCA :For the numerous properties of this product the reader is referred to [31].Suppose two DBMAPs (D1;D1l ) and (D2;D2l ) are given. The superpositionof these processes, generating X1n + X2n arrivals at slot n, is described by theDBMAP (D;Dl) de�ned byDl = Xk+m=lD1k 
D2m:Clearly D = D1 
D2, D(z) = D1(z)
D2(z) and � = �1 
 �2.Generally speaking a disadvantage of this construction is that the superpositionof a large number of sources has to be described by an enormous number ofstates. This phenomenon is called state space explosion. In e.g. [40] and [54]strategies to cope with this problem are developed.2.3 The Correlation Structure of a DBMAPAlthough DBMAPs are able to cover a very wide range of correlation structures,the calculations are rather straightforward as shown in [9]. In the next sectionthe most important results are recalled.2.3.1 Calculating the correlation structureDe�ne the matrix f(n1; : : : ; nk) as the joint distribution matrix of (X1; : : : ; Xk).Formally:fi;j(n1; : : : ; nk) = PfX1 = n1; : : : ; Xk = nk; Jk = jjJ0 = ig; (2.1)with 1 6 i; j 6 m and 0 6 nl < 1. Denote the corresponding z-transform byf̂(z1; : : : ; zk). Clearlyf̂(z1; : : : ; zk) = kYj=1D(zk):



2.3. The Correlation Structure of a DBMAP 13To be able to calculate the scalar covariance Cov(X1; Xk) we need to introducethe so-called covariance matrix COV(X1; Xk), the entries of which are de�nedby COV(X1; Xk)i;j = E�(X1 � �)(Xk � �)1fJk=jg��J0 = i�:SinceE�X11fJk=jg��J0 = i� = @@z1 f̂(z1; : : : ; zk)���zi=1 = � 1Xl=1 lDl�Dk�1;
E�Xk1fJk=jg��J0 = i� = @@zk f̂(z1; : : : ; zk)���zi=1 = Dk�1� 1Xl=1 lDl�;and E�X1Xk1fJk=jg��J0 = i� = @2@z1@zk f̂(z1; : : : ; zk)���zi=1= � 1Xl=1 lDl�Dk�2� 1Xl=1 lDl�;one obtainsCOV(X1; Xk) = � 1Xl=1 lDl � �D�Dk�2� 1Xl=1 lDl � �D�:Consequently the scalar covariance Cov(X1; Xk) is given byCov(X1; Xk) = �COV(X1; Xk)e= �� 1Xl=1 lDl�Dk�2� 1Xl=1 lDl�e� �2: (2.2)From this we derive the autocorrelation function r(k) = Cov(X1; Xk)=Var(X1):r(k) = ��P1l=1 lDl�Dk�2�P1l=1 lDl�e� �2��P1l=1 l2Dl�e� �2 :If D is �nite-dimensional and diagonalisable, (2.2) implies that the autocorre-lation of the DBMAP is exponentially decreasing. Indeed, using the spectraldecomposition of D, see e.g. [14],D = �1B1 + �2B2 + : : : �nBn;



14 2. The DBMAP-D-1 Queuewith the �i the eigenvalues of D and the matrices Bi such that BiBj = �ijBi,with �ij the Kronecker �. Since D is a stochastic matrix, �1 = 1 and B1 = e�.HenceCov(X1; Xk) = �� 1Xl=1 lDl��Dk�2 � e��� 1Xl=1 lDl�e= �� 1Xl=1 lDl���k�22 B2 + : : : �k�2n Bn�� 1Xl=1 lDl�e:Since the j�jj < 1, a consequence of the Perron-Frobenius theorem (see [53]),the autocorrelation decays exponentially (a similar reasoning can be found in[10]). If the state space is in�nite this is not necessarily true. In general1Xi=0 �iki ;with the �i; i real, can expose any behaviour. By choosing a right set of valuesfor i and �i, the series can decay according to a power-law. This observa-tion initiated the research on the so-called pseudo self-similar models. Moreinformation on this subject can be found in Chapter 5.Example 2.4. We reuse the Markovian on-o� source introduced in Example 2.2.Making use of the spectral decomposition we immediately have:(D� e�)k�1 = (� + � � 1)k�10B@ 1� �2� �� � �� 12� �� �� � 12� �� � 1� �2� �� �1CA :This results inCov(X1; Xk+1) = (� + � � 1)k (1� �)(1� �)(2� �� �)2 ;and r(k + 1) = (�+ � � 1)k:2.4.1 DBMAPs and the IDCThe burstiness of a tra�c stream can be characterised in several di�erent ways,one of them is the Index of Dispersion for Counts (IDC). Properties and ap-plications of the IDC can be found in e.g. [32] and [55]. The IDC at time k,denoted by I(k), is de�ned as the variance of the number of arrivals in the in-terval (1; k], divided by the mean number of arrivals in this interval. Formally,



2.6. The DBMAP-D-1 Queue 15with Xj denoting the number of arrivals at slot j,I(k) = Var�Pkj=1Xj�E�Pkj=1Xj�= kCov(X1; Xk) + 2Pk�1j=1(k � j) Cov(X1; Xj+1)k� :It is well known, see e.g. [55], that for a renewal process I(k) = c21, where c21 isthe squared coe�cient of variation (variance divided by the square of the mean)of the number of arrivals in a slot. In particular for a Poisson process, I(k) = 1.For DBMAPs it is possible to derive a closed formula for the limit of the IDCas shown in [10].Using the formulas derived in the previous section and recalling [36, pg. 101corollary 5.1.5] it follows thatlimk!1 k�1Xj=1 k � j � 1k � 1 �Dj � �e� = Z� I;with Z = �I� (D� e�)��1;the fundamental matrix of D. One �ndslimk!1 I(k) = ��P1l=1 l2Dl�e� 3�3 + 2��P1l=1 lDl�Z�P1l=1 lDl�e� : (2.3)Example 2.5. For the Markovian on-o� source of Example 2.2 one obtains, tak-ing p = 1,limk!1 I(k) = (1� �)(� + �)(2� �� �)2 :2.6 The DBMAP-D-1 QueueThe DBMAP-D-1 queue is a single-server queue with an in�nite waiting roomand a deterministic service time equal to 1 time slot. Its input process is aDBMAP. Hence it is an instance of the multiplexer model introduced in Sec-tion 1.2. Denote the number of customers in the system at time k, includingthe one in service, by qk. The evolution of this queueing system is expressed byqk+1 = [qk � 1]+ +Xk;with Xk as before representing the number of arrivals generated by the DBMAPat slot k. This relationship alone is insu�cient to obtain the steady-state versionof the qk, one should also incorporate the evolution of the DBMAP. Indeed, the



16 2. The DBMAP-D-1 Queuenumber of customers in the system, together with the state of the DBMAP, is atwo-dimensional Markov chain with state space f(k; i) j 0 6 k <1; 0 6 i 6 mgand transition matrixQ = 0BBBBB@D0 D1 D2 : : :D0 D1 D2 : : :0 D0 D1 : : :0 0 D0 : : :... ... ... . . .
1CCCCCA :Because of its special structure the matrixQ belongs to the class of the M/G/1-type transition matrices, see e.g. [49]. The invariant probability vector of Qis denoted by x = (x0;x1;x2; : : : ). It satis�es xQ = x and xe = 1, with(xk)i the steady state probability of having k customers in the system and theDBMAP being in state i. Theoretically speaking the problem of determiningthe stationary bu�er distribution is solved: all that is needed is the invariantprobability vector of some Markov chain. In practice, the calculation of allthese probabilities turns out to be rather di�cult. There exists however a hugeamount of literature concerning the numerical solution of M/G/1-type Markovchains. We will touch upon the main results after recalling the Pollachek-Kinchin equation, introduced in e.g. [42] and [49].The generating function associated with the the invariant probability vector xis de�ned by X(z) =P1k=0 xkzk. From the relationshipxi = x0Di + i+1X�=1 x�Di+��1 for i > 1;one easily obtains the so-called Pollachek-Kinchin equationX(z) = (z � 1)x0D(z)�zI�D(z)��1: (2.4)One immediately observes that X(z) is completely determined by x0 and D(z).The same is true with regard to the actual calculation of the xi, which areobtained by means of an iterative procedure needing x0 as starting point. Thedetails of this algorithm can be found in e.g. [49] or [51]. Consequently, de-termining x0 is the task one has to perform before being able to calculate thetotal vector x. Sometimes x0 can be derived by probabilistic reasoning. If thisis not possible, one has to calculate the stochastic matrix G describing the �rstpassage times from level i to level i� 1. The entries of G are probabilisticallyde�ned as follows. The entry (i; j) of G is the probability that starting fromstate (k; i), with k > 1, the Markov chain de�ned by Q will �rst appear atlevel k � 1 in state (k � 1; j). Note that k can be chosen arbitrarily by thehomogeneity of the matrix Q. The matrix G satis�es the key relationshipG = 1Xk=0DkGk; (2.5)



2.7. The DBMAP-D-1 Queue and the Dominant Pole Approximation 17from which it can be calculated iteratively as described in [49] and [51]. Asshown in [49] and [42], x0 = (1� �)g, with g the invariant probability vector ofG. Note that the complexity of the method depends heavily on the dimensionof G. If too many states are involved in the DBMAP description of the arrivalprocess, the computation may become intractable.2.7 The DBMAP-D-1 Queue and the Domi-nant Pole ApproximationBefore LRD showed up in the domain of queueing analysis, most theoremsconcerning asymptotic behaviour were proved by some version of the dominantpole approximation. Here we present an application of this classical techniqueto the case of the DBMAP-D-1 queue. The reason for doing so is twofold.In Chapter 3 the obtained result will be used for its intended purposes, andsecondly, in Section 4.2 a generalisation of the dominant pole approximation ispresented for a class of tandem queues.Today bu�er asymptotics are frequently derived by using large deviation tech-niques. When applied to the DBMAP-D-1 queue, many interesting connectionswith the dominant pole approximation appear, as can be observed in the outlinepresented in Section 2.7.2.2.7.1 The dominant pole approximationThe dominant pole approximation is a widely used technique to obtain bu�erasymptotics. It can be applied to a large number of queueing systems, as longas the generating function corresponding to the bu�er distribution is available.Several di�erent proofs and heuristics, all formulated in their own context, canbe found in the literature. The papers [1] and [25] focus on the asymptoticsof stationary distributions of M/G/1-type Markov chains, whereas [6] and [7]specialise on the MAP/G/1/K-queue. For the dominant pole approximation inthe �eld of uid ow modelling the reader is referred to [3]. In [60] the domi-nant pole approximation is put into a wider perspective. Although the theorydeveloped in [11] does not involve the notion of dominant pole, its applicationsheds an interesting light on the dominant pole approximation in case of heavytra�c.A proof for the dominant pole approximation applied to the DBMAP-D-1 queuewill be given below. It follows more or less the outline of the proof given in [25].But whereas in [25] the author relies on the notion of asymptotically geometricsequences, we invoke Darboux's theorem because this theorem yields also po-tential applications outside the domain of the dominant pole approximation, aswill be shown in Section 4.2. Furthermore it allows for a more direct and trans-parent formulation of the proof. The version of Darboux's theorem formulated



18 2. The DBMAP-D-1 Queuehere deals with algebraic singularities and can be found in [8]. A singularity �of a complex function f is called algebraic if f(z) can be written as a functionwhich is analytic in a neighbourhood of �, plus a �nite sum of terms of the form(1� z=�)�!g(z); (2.6)where g is a function which is analytic and non-zero near � and ! is a complexnumber not equal to 0, -1, -2, : : : The weight of the singularity in (2.6) is thereal part of !.Theorem 2.7.1 (Darboux). Suppose A(z) = Pn>0 anzn is analytic near 0and has only algebraic singularities on its circle of convergence. Let w be themaximum of the weights at these singularities. Denote by �k, !k and gk thevalues of �, ! and g for those terms of the form (2.6) of weight w. Thenan � 1nXk gk(�k)n!k�(!k)�nk = o(r�nnw�1); (2.7)where r = j�kj is the radius of convergence of A(z), and �(s) denotes theGamma function. The notation f(n) = o�g(n)� stands for limn!1 f(n)=g(n) =0.We consider the DBMAP-D-1 queue with as input a DBMAP (D;Dl). Thematrix D is supposed to be irreducible, which makes D(z) irreducible for realand strictly positive z. The radius of convergence of D(z), which is the min-imum of the radii of convergence of its entries, will be denoted by RD. It issupposed that RD > 1, which is a necessary condition. The eigenvalues ofD(z) will be denoted by �i(z), and �1(z) is chosen such that it represents thePerron-Frobenius eigenvalue of D(z) for z real and positive. The left and rightPerron-Frobenius eigenvectors are denoted by u(z) and v(z). These vectors arenormalised, i.e. u(z)e = 1 and u(z)v(z) = 1. Hence �1(1) = 1, u(1) = � andv(1) = e. Starting from �1(z)v(z) = D(z)v(z) one derives thatddz�1(z)���z=1 = u(z)D0(z)v���z=1= �D0(1)e = �:For details see [25]. The dominant pole approximation can now be stated andproved for the DBMAP-D-1 queue.Theorem 2.7.2. If1. there exists some � 2 (1; RD) such that �1(�) = � and2. jD(z)j < D(�) for all z with jzj = � and z 6= � ,then xn = (� � 1)�01(�)� 1x0v(�) 1�nu(�) + o���nu(�)�: (2.8)



2.7. The DBMAP-D-1 Queue and the Dominant Pole Approximation 19Proof. First note that the statement (2.8) is well-de�ned since the solution �is unique in (1; RD). This uniqueness can be derived from the convexity of thefunction s 7! log�1(es), de�ned on the domain (�1; logRD). The convexityof this function is proved in Section 2.7.2, which deals with the application oflarge deviation techniques to the DBMAP-D-1 queue.The proof of (2.8) is based on the Pollachek-Kinchin equation (2.4) which canbe rewritten asX(z) = (z � 1)x0D(z) 1�(z) Adj�zI�D(z)�; (2.9)with �(z) = Det�zI �D(z)�. Clearly �(z) = Qmi=1�z � �i(z)�. Since we wantto use Darboux's theorem we are looking for singularities of X(z). Clearlyonly the factor 1=�(z) can introduce singularities in the r.h.s. of (2.9). SinceX(z) is a generating function the singularities introduced within the unit diskare removable. The so-called dual subinvariance theorem [53, ex. 1.16 pg. 29]implies j�j(z)j 6 �1(jzj), with equality only if jD(z)j = D(jzj). Hence jzj = �and z 6= � imply �i(z) 6= z by condition (2). Together with the uniquenessof � this property implies that �i(z) 6= z for 1 < jzj 6 � and z 6= � . As aconsequence �(z) = 0 for 1 < jzj 6 � only if z = � . It remains to show that �really is a singularity of X(z). By [53, corollary 2 pg. 8],Adj��I�D(�)� = Kv(�)u(�);with K 6= 0. Hence � is a pole of the r.h.s. of (2.9), since the numeratorevaluated in � equals(� � 1)x0�v(�)u(�);which is strictly positive. Consequently � is the radius of convergence of X(z).Furthermore � is the only singularity on this radius of convergence.We now rewrite 1=�(z) to be able to apply Darboux's theorem as formulatedabove: 1�(z) = (1� z=�)�1 1� � � zz � �1(z) z � �1(z)�(z) :First we determine limz!�(z � �1(z))=�(z). For 1 < jzj < � ,Adj�zI�D(z)�v(z) = �(z)�z �D(z)��1v(z)= �(z)1z 1Xk=0 D(z)kzk v(z)= �(z)1z 1Xk=0 �1(z)kzk v(z)= �(z) 1z � �1(z)v(z):



20 2. The DBMAP-D-1 QueueHencelimz!� z � �1(z)�(z) = 1K ;because all the entries of v(�) are strictly positive. The limit limz!� (� � z)�z��1(z)� is evaluated by l'Hôpital's rule:limz!� � � zz � �1(z) = �1u(�)D0(�)v(�)� 1 :One is now able to conclude thatlimz!� �(z � 1)x0D(z)1� � � zz � �1(z) z � �1(z)�(z) Adj�zI�D(z)��= � � 11� u(�)D0(�)v(�) 1�Kx0D(�)Kv(�)u(�)= � � 11� u(�)D0(�)v(�)�x0v(�)�u(�):The statement (2.8) now follows directly from Theorem 2.7.1 since there is onlyone singularity with ! = 1, � = � and g(�) as calculated above.Remark For the dominant pole approximation one still needs to know thevector x0. Considering the singularities of the r.h.s. of (2.9) reveals another wayto calculate x0. Since the singularities zi inside the unit disk are removable, onehas for each zi,x0D(zi) Adj�ziI�D(zi)� = 0;resulting in a system of equations determining x0. For more details see e.g. [56].An equivalent formulation of the same principle goes as follows: let  and vbe an eigenvalue and the corresponding left-eigenvector of G. Since G is astochastic matrix we have jj 6 1. Recalling the implicit de�nition (2.5) for Gone hasv = Gv =Xk DkGkv= �Xk Dkk�v= D()v:Hence  is an eigenvalue of D() with corresponding eigenvector v. By de-termining all those zi with jzij 6 1, such that zi is an eigenvalue of D(zi),together with the corresponding left eigenvectors, one can reconstruct G andhence compute x0.



2.7. The DBMAP-D-1 Queue and the Dominant Pole Approximation 21Numerical exampleThis numerical example demonstrates the dominant pole approximation fortwo DBMAP-D-1 queues with as input the superposition of 6 homogeneousMarkovian on-o� sources (see Example 2.2). For the �rst queue, shown inFigure 2.1, the parameters are � = 0:03, � = 0:04 and p = 0:25. For thesecond queue, shown in Figure 2.2, the parameters are � = 0:0075, � = 0:01and p = 0:25. For both queueing systems the o�ered load equals 0.64, but thesecond DBMAP has a much stronger degree of autocorrelation than the �rstone, as can be seen from Example 2.4. The inuence of the autocorrelation isclear: the tail probabilities of the second queue decay much slower, and it alsotakes longer to reach the asymptotic regime.
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Figure 2.1: Queue 1 -3.5
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Figure 2.2: Queue 22.7.2 The application of large deviation techniquesLarge deviation techniques are nowadays frequently used to obtain the asymp-totic behaviour of queueing systems. The main advantage of these techniques,as illustrated in [22], is their general applicability, which comes however at theprice of sometimes rather coarse bounds. A detailed study of the applicationof large deviation techniques to discrete-time queueing systems can be found in[29].In this section we apply the main result of [29] to the case of the DBMAP-D-1queue. For the sake of completeness, the theorem of [29] we will use is recalled�rst. In [29] a sequence fYn; n > 0g of real-valued random variables is consid-ered. With this sequence the waiting-time sequence fWn; n > 0g is associatedas follows: W0 = 0 andWn+1 = [Wn + Yn]+; n > 0:Here Yn = Xn � 1, with Xn the number of arrivals generated by the DBMAP(D;Dl) at slot n. Let S0 = 0, Sn = Y0+: : :+Yn�1 and let) denote convergencein distribution.



22 2. The DBMAP-D-1 QueueTheorem 2.7.3 (Glynn and Whitt). Let fYn; n > 0g be strictly stationary.If there exists a function ' and positive constants �� and �� such that1. 1n logE[e�Sn ]! '(�) as n!1 for j� � ��j < ��,2. ' is �nite in a neighbourhood of �� and di�erentiable at �� with '(��) = 0and '0(��) > 0, and3. E[e��Sn] <1 for n > 1,then Wn ) W and1k logPfW > kg ! ��� as k!1: (2.10)Suppose there exists some � having the properties mentioned in Theorem 2.7.2.We demonstrate that Theorem 2.7.3 holds for the sequence Yn associated withthe DBMAP (D;Dl).First an expression for the function ' is derived. Denote the m eigenvalues ofD(z) again by �i(z), with �1(z) as before corresponding to the Perron-Frobeniuseigenvalue. The corresponding normalised left and right eigenvectors are de-noted by ui(z) and vi(z). De�ne the scalar function ci(z) = �vi(z)ui(z)e. Bythe spectral decomposition theorem one obtainsE[e�Sn] = �D(en�)e�n e= � 1e�n� mXj=1 �nj (e�)vj(e�)uj(e�)�e= 1e�n� mXj=1 �nj (e�)cj(e�)�= �n1 (e�)e�n �c1(e�) + mXj=2 �nj (e�)�n1 (e�)cj(e�)�:Hence the Perron-Frobenius theorem (see [53]) implies'(�) = log �1(e�)e� :By considering the expression for E[e�Sn ] it is clear that condition (3) is satis�ed.For condition (2) we rely on the convexity of '(�), which implies the convexityof log�1(e�), needed in the proof of Theorem 2.7.2. By H�older's inequality thefunction E[e�Sn] is convex, hence ' is convex as a limit of convex functions. Let�� = log � , hence '(��) = 0. Clearly there exists an �� satisfying condition (3).The function ' is di�erentiable since �1 is di�erentiable, which is a consequence



2.7. The DBMAP-D-1 Queue and the Dominant Pole Approximation 23of the implicit function theorem. Furthermore log�1(e�) is a convex functionwith log�1(e0) = 0 and log�1(e��) = ��. Sincedd� log�1(e�)����=0 = � < 1;with � the mean arrival rate of the DBMAP, one concludes by the mean valuetheorem thatdd� log�1(e�)����=�� > 1;hence '0(��) > 0. Therefore (2.10) holds, which is also implied by Theo-rem 2.7.2. Observe that less information is obtained by the large deviationsapproach than by the dominant pole approximation.





Chapter 3On the FEA-MAA RelationshipBoth the Functional Equation Approach (FEA) and the Matrix-Analytical Ap-proach (MAA) designate a methodology to solve queueing systems: the FEA ap-plicable to discrete-time queueing systems, the MAA can be used for continuous-time and discrete-time systems. When both methods are applied to the samequeueing system, the same analytical results are obtained | provided that thenecessary calculations can be performed. Consequently there has to be somekind of equivalence between the two methods. The mathematical clari�cationof this relationship is the subject of this chapter.Because the MAA was already introduced in Chapter 2, only the outline of theFEA presented in Section 3.1 is needed to settle the stage. To demonstratethe FEA-MAA relationship, the FEA is applied in Section 3.2.1 to a generalDBMAP-D-1 queue. It turns out that the functional equation obtained bythe FEA essentially follows from the Pollachek-Kinchin equation. The ways inwhich both methods extract information from this equation nevertheless di�erto a large extent. It is however again possible to link the used techniques, as isshown in Section 3.2.2.The chapter concludes with two case studies. The �rst one is mainly intendedas an illustration of the general theory. The second case study deals with anapproximation proposed by the FEA for the boundary probabilities, which cor-respond in the MAA language to the vector x0 (see Section 2.6). The accuracy ofthis approximation, with an emphasis on its application to bu�er asymptotics,is examined in two numerical examples.3.1 The Functional Equation Approach3.1.1 IntroductionIn contrast to the MAA, which uses a mixture of probabilistic reasoning, matrixalgebra and z-transforms, the FEA explicitly focuses on manipulating generat-ing functions. The main reference on the FEA is [13].



26 3. On the FEA-MAA RelationshipIn Section 3.1.2 we sketch, as general as possible, the FEA applied to the mul-tiplexer model. At a certain point we have to conclude that this generalityprevents us from proceeding further. The typical mathematical remedy is theintroduction of a reasonable assumption. As shown in Section 3.2.1, it turnsout that it is natural to assume that the system under study is a DBMAP-D-1queue.3.1.2 The FEA applied to the multiplexer queueConsider the multiplexer model of Section 1.2, i.e. a discrete-time single-serverqueue with an in�nite waiting room and a deterministic service time equal to 1time slot. For this class of systems Lindley's equationsk+1 = (sk � 1)+ + ek; (3.1)is valid with sk representing the number of customers in the system at time k,and with ek denoting the number of customers having arrived during slot k.Applied to such a queueing system the FEA proceeds as follows. First the ar-rival process, which determines ek, is modelled by a multi-dimensional stochasticprocess � = �k. The components of �k are denoted by �(i)k , i 2 I, with I a possi-bly in�nite index set. The actual de�nition of � depends on the characteristicsof the system under study. For the further development it is necessary thatthe state space of each component �(i) is a subset of the positive integers. Therelationship between ek and � will be written formally as ek = �k�(�(i))i2I�.This notation should however not be read as indicating that ek can only be amere functional of �. Relationships likeek =Xi2I �(i)k�1Xj=0 Xi;with �Xi; i 2 I	 some collection of integer-valued random variables, are alsopossible.The goal of the FEA is to obtain a functional equation involving the generatingfunction associated with both the steady-state versions of sk and �k. Since thesteady-state behaviour of a stochastic process results from its evolution, theprocedure starts with de�ning the sequence of the joint probability generatingfunctions Pk, representing the system at time instant k:Pk�(xi)i2I ; z� = E��Y x�ik�1i �zsk�:It is clear that Sk(z) = Pk�(1)i2I; z� represents the generating function of sk.Using (3.1) one can rewrite Pk+1 as follows:Pk+1�(xi)i2I ; z� = E�Y x�(i)ki z(sk�1)++�k�(�(i))i2I��: (3.2)



3.2. The FEA and the DBMAP-D-1 Queue 27Unfortunately, the generality of the formulation used hitherto prevents us toproceed any further in a formal way. If more detailed information concerningthe arrival process is available, i.e. the behaviour of � and its relationship withek can be written down explicitly, one can try to manipulate the r.h.s. of (3.2)such that this equation transforms into a relationship between Pk and Pk+1 ofthe formPk+1�(xi)i2I ; z� = ��Pk���i�(xj)j2I; z��i2I ; z�; (xi)i2I ; z�; (3.3)with �, �i and � functions depending on the description of the queueing system.By taking the limit k !1 | actually this corresponds to the replacement ofboth Pk+1 and Pk with the steady state version P | one obtains the so-calledfunctional equation. Most of the time it is impossible to obtain an explicitexpression for P from this implicit equation. However this does not preventone from deriving several interesting quantities concerning P (z) and S(z) =P �(1)i2I ; z�. In some particular cases, see e.g. Section 3.5, it is even possible toobtain an explicit expression for S(z).3.2 The FEA and the DBMAP-D-1 QueueMany queueing models which are solved in the literature by the FEA havean arrival process which can be modelled as a DBMAP. By carefully studyingthese examples one can see that their solutions share a common pattern. Themain property of this pattern is that the tuple (ek; �k) is actually modelled asa DBMAP, with the driving process � corresponding to the underlying Markovchain. This observation enables us to derive the functional equation for theDBMAP-D-1 queue. Halfway these calculations, at the end of Section 3.2.1,the Pollachek-Kinchin equation appears, clearly indicating that the MAA andthe FEA are interchangeable.In Section 3.2.2 it is demonstrated how the functional equation is derived fromthe Pollachek-Kinchin equation. Furthermore it is shown how this functionalequation is used to obtain the performance measures of interest. Also the MAAcounterparts of the used techniques are presented.3.2.1 The Pollachek-Kinchin equation revisitedFrom now on the tuple (ek; �k) is assumed to correspond to the DBMAP (D;Dl).More speci�cally, � is supposed to be the underlying Markov chain, having asstate space Qi2I Ji, with Ji denoting the state space of �(i). The entries of thematrices Dl are denoted by (Dl)(ji)i2I ;(j0i)i2I , with (ji)i2I ; (j 0i)i2I 2Qi2I Ji. Theyare given by(Dl)(ji)i2I ;(j0i)i2I = P�ek = l; �(i)k = j 0i; i 2 Ij�(i)k�1 = ji; i 2 I	: (3.4)



28 3. On the FEA-MAA RelationshipUse will be made of conditioning on the events, more formally the �-algebra,generated by �(�(i)k�1)i2I ; sk�.As outlined in Section 3.1.2, the starting point is the joint probability generatingfunction Pk+1:Pk+1�(xi)i2I ; z�= E��Yi2I x�iki �zsk+1�= E��Yi2I x�iki �z(sk�1)++ek�= E�E��Yi2I x�iki �z(sk�1)+ek ��� ��(�(i)k�1)i2I ; sk���= E�E�1z�Yi2I x�iki �zsk+ek1fsk>0g ��� ��(�(i)k�1)i2I ; sk���+E�E��Yi2I x�iki �zek1fsk=0g ��� ��(�(i)k�1)i2I ; sk���= Xj;j02Jl>0;m>0�Yi2I xj0ii �zm+l�1Pnek = l; sk = m; �(i)k�1 = ji; �(i)k = j 0i; i 2 Io+ Xj;j02Jl>0 �Yi2I xj0ii �zlPnek = l; sk = 0; �(i)k�1 = ji; �(i)k = j 0i; i 2 Io; (3.5)with j = (ji)i2I , j0 = (j 0i)i and J =Qi2I Ji. At this point we invoke (3.4):Pnsk = m; ek = l; �(i)k�1 = ji; �(i)k = j 0i; i 2 Io =Pnsk = m; �(i)k�1 = ji; i 2 Io(Dl)(ji)i2I ;(j0i)i2I ;this equality holds because �ek; �(i)k � and sk are conditionally independent given(�(i)k�1)i2I and (�(i)k )i2I . For each k we introduce the sequence of row vectors x(k)m ,m > 0, each one of them indexed by Qi2I Ji, and with entries�x(k)m �(ji)i2I = Pnsk = m; �(i)k�1 = ji; i 2 Io:Furthermore we need the column vectors w�(xi)i2I�, also indexed by Qi2I Ji,and with entriesw�(xi)i2I�(ji)i2I =Yi2I xjii :



3.2. The FEA and the DBMAP-D-1 Queue 29The vectors x(k)m and w�(xi)i2I� enable us to rewrite (3.5) asPk+1�(xi)i2I ; z�= 1z Xj;j02Jl>0;m>0�x(k)m �(ji)i2Izm(Dl)j;j0zlw�(xi)i2I�j0+ Xj;j02Jl>0 �x(k)0 �j(Dl)j;j0zlw�(xi)i2I�j0:De�ne for each k the generating function X(k)(z) =P1m=0 x(k)m zm. This de�ni-tion impliesPk�(xi)i2I ; z� = X(k)(z)w�(xi)i2I�:Hence we can resume:X(k+1)(z)w�(xi)i2I)� =1z �X(k)(z)� x(k)0 �D(z)w�(xi)i2I� + x(k)0 D(z)w�(xi)i2I�;orzX(k+1)(z)w�(xi)i2I)� =X(k)(z)D(z)w�(xi)i2I�+ (z � 1)x(k)0 D(z)w�(xi)i2I�: (3.6)Denote the steady-state version of the x(k)m by xm and let X(z) =P1m=0 xmzm.Replace in (3.6) both X(k+1)(z) and X(k)(z) by X(z). Hence the Pollachek-Kinchin equationX(z) = x0(z � 1)D(z)(zI�D(z))�1;introduced in Section 2.6, is obtained.3.2.2 Derivation and use of the functional equationTo obtain the functional equation, the FEA proceeds with the following steady-state version of (3.6):X(z)w�(xi)i2I)� = X(z)D(z)w�(xi)i2I�+ (z � 1)x0D(z)w�(xi)i2I�: (3.7)To continue we need to make an assumption which will be called the FEAcondition. This is not a condition on the arrival process, but on its DBMAPrepresentation. As will be shown in Section 3.2.3, each DBMAP can be replacedby an equivalent DBMAP, describing the same arrival process, which satis�esthe FEA condition.



30 3. On the FEA-MAA RelationshipDe�nition 3.2.1. A DBMAP is said to satisfy the FEA condition if there existfunctions �i and � such thatD(z)w�(xi)i2I� = ��(xi)i2I ; z�w���i�(xj)j2I; z��i2I�:From now on we assume that the DBMAP de�ned by (3.4) satis�es the FEAcondition. As mentioned above this can be done without loss of generality.Using De�nition 3.2.1 we rewrite (3.7):zP �(xi)i2I ; z� = ��(xi)i2I ; z�P��i�(xj)j2I; z�; z�+ (z � 1)��(xi)i2I ; z� X(ji)i2I2Qi2I Ji(x0)(ji)i2I Yi2I �i(xj; z)ji:(3.8)This equation is essentially in the form of the functional equation given in (3.3).Of course the functional equation is only a means to obtain useful informationabout the queueing system under study. Extracting this information directlyfrom (3.8) is rather di�cult because of its complexity. A �rst step in reducingthis complexity is eliminating the variables xi. A standard way is solving thesystem of equationsxi = �i((xj)j2I ; z); i 2 I;for xi. Clearly the solutions for the xi will depend on z. Therefore they aredenoted by xi(z). In the matrix-analytical setting this system of equationscorresponds to an eigenvalue problem. Indeed w�(xi(z))i2I� is an eigenvectorof D(z) with eigenvalue ��(xi(z))i2I ; z�. Di�erent solutions for the xi(z) arepossible as can be concluded from Section 3.2.3. It is appropriate, as will beshown later on, to choose these solutions xi(z) such that ��(xi(z))i2I ; z� is thePerron-Frobenius eigenvalue of D(z) for z real and positive. This correspondsto the solutions xi(z) which satisfy xi(1) = 1, simply because w�(1)i2I� is theright Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of the stochastic matrix D. To shorten thenotation we will denote ��(xi(z))i2I ; z� by �(z) for this choice of the xi(z).HenceP �(xi(z))i2I ; z� = (z � 1)�(z)P(ji)i2I2Qi2I Ji(x0)(ji)i2I Qi2I �i(xj; z)jiz � �(z) :(3.9)Because �(z) is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue one can calculate, startingfrom (3.9), the moments of the stationary bu�er distribution, which has S(z) =P ((1)i2I; z) as generating function. This is demonstrated in e.g. [64]. Let usrecall the general principle. Di�erentiating the r.h.s. of (3.9) to z results in@@zP �(xi(z))i2I ; z����z=1 +Xi2I @@xiP �(xi(z))i2I ; z����z=1: (3.10)



3.2. The FEA and the DBMAP-D-1 Queue 31FurthermoreddzS(z)��z=1 = @@zP �(xi(z))i2I ; z����z=1;because xi(1) = 1 for all i. Since it is also possible to di�erentiate the l.h.s.of (3.9) to z, one can calculate S 0(1). This procedure can be repeated forthe higher moments. Although the method is straightforward, the calculationsquickly become very cumbersome, which is not surprising in view of the recursivemoment formulas derived for M/G/1-type queues in [49, pg. 143{148].The choice of the Perron-Frobenius makes it also possible to obtain the dom-inant pole approximation. It is argued in e.g. [65] that the dominant pole ofS(z) equals the dominant pole of P �xi(z); z�. Hence this pole can be derivedfrom (3.9). Obtaining the residue for S(z) requires some heuristic reasoning,described in detail in e.g. [63]. However, by invoking the relationship betweenthe FEA and the MAA as described above, these heuristics can be avoided byapplying Theorem 2.7.2.3.2.3 On the FEA conditionAs mentioned in Section 3.2.2, we will show that one can associate with everyDBMAP an equivalent DBMAP, which satis�es the FEA condition given inDe�nition 3.2.1. By equivalent is meant that both DBMAPs model the samearrival process. We construct the associated DBMAP for the homogeneoussuperposition of N DBMAPs. The case of a single DBMAP follows directly bytaking N = 1.Consider an arrival process which is modelled by the DBMAP (D;Dl). Supposethis DBMAP has K states, which are denoted by 1; : : : ; K. In the matrix-analytical context the superposition of N such DBMAPs would correspond, aspointed out in Section 2.2.1, to the DBMAP (DN ;DNl ), with DNl de�ned byDNl = Xl1+:::lN=lDl1 
 : : :
DlN :The FEA prefers another way to describe this superposition. Construct thedriving process � as follows: take its components �(i)k , for i = 1; : : : ; K, to bethe number of sources in state i at time k. Starting from � we now constructthe DBMAP (D?;D?l ). Its state space consists of the tuples (p1; : : : ; pK) 2QKi=1f0; 1; : : : ; Ng with Pi pi = N . The entries of the matrices (D?)l arede�ned by(D?l )(p1;::: ;pK);(q1;::: ;qK) = Xr2CI(pj);s2CI(qj)(DNl )r;s:The expression CI(pj) denotes the set of the tuples (r1; :::; rn) 2QNi=1f1; : : : ; Kgwhich have the property that the number of occurrences of state m in (r1; :::; rn)



32 3. On the FEA-MAA Relationshipequals pm. (The abbreviation CI stands for corresponding indices.) It is clearby its construction that (D?;D?l ) is a DBMAP, and that it describes the samearrival process as (DN ;DNl ). So we only need to show that (D?;D?l ) satis�esthe FEA condition. Letw?(1; x2; : : : ; xK)p1;::: ;pK = KYi=1 xpii :The replacement of x1 by 1 is possible because for each tuple (p1; : : : ; pK) ofthe state space one has p1 + : : : pK = N , so there are only K � 1 degrees offreedom. Of course we could replace any of the xi by 1, but x1 is chosen forconvenience. De�ne alsow(x1; : : : ; xK) = 0BBB@ 1x2...xK
1CCCA :Because the xi have exponent 1, it follows thatD(z)w�(xi)i� = 0BBB@'1(x2; : : : ; xK ; z)'2(x2; : : : ; xK ; z)...'K(x2; : : : ; xK; z)

1CCCA ;henceD(z)w�(xi)i� ='1(x2; : : : ; xK; z)w�1; '2(x2; : : : ; xK; z)'1(x2; : : : ; xK; z) ; : : : ; 'K(x1; : : : ; xK ; z)'1(x2; : : : ; xK; z) �:Furthermore, since D?(z)w?�(xi)i� = DN(z)NNi=1w�(xi)i�, one hasD?(z)w?(xi) = 'N1 (x2; : : : ; xK; z)w?��'i(x1; : : : ; xK ; z)'1(x1; : : : ; xK ; z)�i�:Hence the functions � and �i, introduced in De�nition 3.2.1, are given by � ='N1 and �i = 'i='1.3.3 GeneralisationsThe FEA-MAA relationship, presented above for the DBMAP-D-1 queue, isvalid for a much wider range of queueing systems. First we take a look atthe DBMAP-G-1 queue, where G refers to a generally distributed service time.Secondly we consider the DBMAP-D-c multi-server queue, with c > 1 denotingthe number of parallel servers. Summarising we can say that the link betweenthe FEA and the MAA is again essentially the Pollachek-Kinchin equation,which exists for both types of queueing systems.



3.3. Generalisations 333.3.1 Generally distributed service timesA DBMAP-G-1 queue has a generally distributed service time, with the cor-responding z-transform denoted by G(z) = P1k=1 gkzk. Although we believethat it is possible to apply the FEA to the DBMAP-G-1 queue in a way sim-ilar to the FEA solution of the GI-G-1 queue (see [13, Section 1.2]), we didnot perform the actual calculations because of the expected complexity. Sowe contend ourselves to recall from [9] the derivation of the Pollachek-Kinchinequation for the DBMAP-G-1 queue. Next we use this equation to derive theDBMAP-G-1 counterpart of (3.9). Note that we limit the outline to the analysisof the DBMAP-G-1 queue observed at departure epochs.De�ne �A(k)n �i;j as the conditional probability that there are n arrivals during aperiod k slots long, and that at the end the DBMAP is in state j, given that itstarted in state i. The matrices A(k)n can be calculated by noting thatA(k)(z) def= 1Xn=0A(k)n zn = �A(1)(z)�k = �D(z)�k: (3.11)Let [An]i;j be the probability that during a service there are n arrivals and thatat the end of the service the DBMAP is in state j, given that it was in state iat the start of the service, henceAn = 1Xk=1 gkA(k)n :For the z-transform A(z) =P1n=0An(z) it is clear thatA(z) = 1Xk=1 gkD(z)k: (3.12)Let furthermore [Bn]i;j be the probability that, given a departure which leavesthe system empty and the arrival process in state i, at the next departure theDBMAP is in state j and there have been n + 1 arrivals meanwhile. Straight-forward probabilistic reasoning shows thatBn = �I�D0��1 nXj=0 Dj+1An�j:For the generating function B(z) =P1n=0Bnzn one hasB(z) = 1z �I�D0��1�D(z)�D0�A(z):From the de�nitions of An and Bn it can be understood that at departureepochs the invariant probability vector x = �x0 x1 : : :� is determined byx = x0BBB@B0 B1 B2 : : :A0 A1 A2 : : :0 A0 A1 : : :... ... ... . . .1CCCA ;



34 3. On the FEA-MAA Relationshipand xe = 1. One can derive the Pollachek-Kinchin equationX(z)�zI�A(z)� = x0�zB(z) �A(z)�:Starting from this Pollachek-Kinchin equation we will derive the DBMAP-G-1counterpart of (3.9). The notation introduced in Section 3.2 will be reused,furthermore we assume the DBMAP satis�es the FEA condition. HenceP �(xi)i2I; z�= X(z)w�(xi)i2I�;and w�(xi(z))i2I� represents the Perron-Frobenius left eigenvector of D(z).Equation (3.12) impliesA(z)w�xi(z)� = 1Xk=1 gk�(z)kw(xi(z));hence one obtainsP�xi(z); z� = x0[zB(z) �A(z)]z �G(�(z)) w(xi(z)): (3.13)Example 3.4 (The GI-G-1 queue). We apply (3.13) to the GI-G-1 queue, ex-tensively studied in [13]. Note that the matrices denote in fact scalars. OneobtainsP (1; z) = x0D(z)� 11�D0 A(z)z �G(�(z)) ;the value for x0 can be derived according to the outline presented in [42]:x0 = (1�D0)�D0(1)��1�1�D0(1)G0(1)�:With this value for x0 the same result is obtained as in [13, section 1.2.3.2].3.4.1 The DBMAP-D-c queueThe queueing system considered here has an in�nite waiting room and c paral-lel servers, each having a service time equal to 1 slot. Its input is a DBMAP(D;Dl). For the FEA solution of this type of queueing system we refer thereader to [56]. Just as with the DBMAP-G-1 queue we will not go into de-tail. We limit ourselves to presenting the Pollachek-Kinchin equation for theDBMAP-D-c queue, which can be found in [49, pg. 310{329]. The interestedreader can compare the Pollachek-Kinchin equation with its FEA counterpart(Equation (20)) in [56], and conclude that they are essentially the same. A sec-ond reason for presenting the Pollachek-Kinchin equation for the DBMAP-D-cqueue is that we will deal with such a system in Section 4.3.3.



3.5. Case study 1: Geometric Message Lengths 35The DBMAP-D-c queue is determined by the Markov chain with transitionmatrix
Q = 0BBBBBBBBB@

D0 D1 D2 : : :D0 D1 D2 : : :... ... ... ...D0 D1 D2 : : :0 D0 D1 : : :0 0 D0 : : :... ... ... . . .
1CCCCCCCCCA :

Here the �rst c+1 rows are equal to �D0 D1 D2 : : :�, which is a consequenceof the fact that up to c cells can be served in 1 slot. For the invariant probabilityvector x = �x0 x1 : : :� of Q this results inxi = x0Di + x1Di + : : :xcDi + i+c+1X�=c+1x�Di+c+1��:Hence the Pollachek-Kinchin equation for the DBMAP-D-c queue is given byX(z) = c�1Xj=0 xjD(z)(zc � zj)�zcI�D(z)��1:For details about the numerical calculation of the xi the reader is referred to[49, pg. 310{329].3.5 Case study 1: Geometric Message LengthsThis �rst case study deals with a rather simple arrival process, which is pre-sented in [61]. The simplicity of the model allows us to focus on clarifying thegeneral theory of Section 3.2. Furthermore, it is possible to obtain from thefunctional equation an explicit expression for S(z), the generating function ofthe stationary bu�er distribution. The determination of S(z) is however nottrivial and will be looked at from both the FEA and the MAA point of view.To conclude we apply Theorem 2.7.2 to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of thetail probabilities.3.5.1 System descriptionConsider a discrete-time queueing system with in�nite storage capacity, to whichvariable-length messages consisting of multiple �xed-length packets arrive atthe rate of one packet per slot. The message lengths (in terms of packets) are



36 3. On the FEA-MAA Relationshipassumed to be independent, geometrically distributed, random variables withgenerating functionA(z) = (1� �)z1� �z :The numbers of new messages generated during a slot are assumed to be i.i.d.random variables with generating functionM(z) = 1Xk=1 mkzk:3.5.2 The FEA derivation of the functional equationDenote by bk the number of new messages generated during slot k. The totalnumber of packets arriving at slot k, denoted by ek, is given byek = bk + ek�1Xi=1 ci; (3.14)with the ci a collection of i.i.d. random variables with generating functionC(z) = 1 � � + �z. Consequently the driving process � consists of only onecomponent: �k = ek. Specialising De�nition 3.1.2, one obtains the collection ofjoint probability generating functionsPk(x; z) = E�xek�1zsk�: (3.15)From (3.1) and (3.14) it follows thatPk+1(x; z) = EhEh(xz)mk+Pek�1i=1 ciz(sk�1)+ ��� ��ek�1; mk�ii= M(xz)E�C(xz)ek�1z(sk�1)+�= M(xz)z �Pk(1� � + �xz; z) + (z � 1)P[sk = 0]�: (3.16)When k!1, both Pk and Pk+1 converge to the steady state version P . Using(3.16) one obtains the functional equationP (x; z) = M(xz)z �P (1� �+ �xz; z) + (z � 1)p0�; (3.17)with p0 the steady state probability of having an empty system.3.5.3 The MAA derivation of the functional equationAccording to the outline of Section 3.2 we construct the DBMAP correspondingto the arrival process described above. The state space of this DBMAP, being



3.5. Case study 1: Geometric Message Lengths 37the state space of �, consists of the non-negative integers. State k correspondsto the generation of k packets, or otherwise stated, to k active messages. Thetransition matrix D, with row i containing the probabilities determining thetransitions starting from state i� 1, is given byD = 0BBB@ m0 m1 : : :m0(1� �) m0� +m1(1� �) : : :m0(1� �) m1(1� �)2 +m02�(1� �) : : :... ... . . .1CCCA : (3.18)It follows from (3.14) that row i of D corresponds to the probability densityfunction of the convolution PM 
Ni�1j=1PC, with PM and PC the distributionscorresponding to the generating functions M(z) and C(z). Applying De�ni-tion 3.4 we have(Dl)i;j = P�ek = l; �k = ij�k�1 = j	 = �jlDi;j;with �jl the Kronecker �. Hence we have to take each column of Di equal to 0,except for column i � 1, which equals the i � 1-th column of D. Doing so thefollowing expression for the z-transform D(z) is obtained:D(z) = D0BBB@1 0 0 : : :0 z 0 : : :0 0 z2 : : :... ... ... . . .1CCCA : (3.19)One easily derives from D(z) the mean arrival rate � = M 0(1)=(1� �).Having de�ned the DBMAP (D;Dl) we now proceed with noticing that in thissettingw(x) = 0BBB@ 1xx2... 1CCCA : (3.20)Straightforward algebra shows thatD(z)w(x) =M(xz)w(C(xz));hence the FEA-condition is satis�ed. We end up with the functional equationzP (x; z) = M(xz)P (C(xz); z) + (z � 1)M(xz) 1Xk=0(x0)kC(xz)k:Fortunately the vector x0 can be derived by probabilistic reasoning. Clearly thequeueing system can only be empty at slot k if no arrivals occurred during theprevious slot. So it is necessary that ek�1 = �k�1 = 0, hence one can concludethat x0 = �1� � 0 0 : : :�. Using this additional information one obtainsagain (3.17).



38 3. On the FEA-MAA Relationship3.5.4 Using the functional equationTo use the functional equation one needs to replace x by a function x(z) asexplained in Section 3.2.2. The system of equations introduced there reducesto the single equationx(z) = C(zx(z));with solutionx(z) = 1� �1� �z : (3.21)It is clear thatM(zx(z)) andw(x(z)) represent the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalueand the corresponding right eigenvector ofD(z). Substituting x(z) for x reducesthe functional equation toP� 1� �1� �z ; z� = (z � 1)p0M� 1��1��z �z �M� 1��1��z � : (3.22)By l'Hôpital's rule one can calculate p0 = 1�� from this equation. Furthermore,as shown in [61] or [62], the moments of bu�er distribution can be calculatedfrom (3.22).3.5.5 The generating function of the bu�er distributionFor the queueing system under study one can derive an explicit expression forS(z), starting from the functional equation (3.17), or by matrix-analytical argu-ments. We start with recalling from [61] the procedure according to the FEA.Here the determination of S(z) = P1k=0 skzk requires an iterative procedure.De�ne Ri(z) = C�zRi�1(z)� and take R0(z) = 1. Repeated use of (3.17) resultsin S(z)= P (1; z)= M(z)z �P (R1(z); z) + (z � 1)(1� �)�= M(z)z �M(R1(z)z)z P (R2(z); z) + (z � 1)(1� �)�1 + M(R1(z)z)z ��= 1Yi=0 M(Ri(z)z)z P� 1� �1� �z ; z� + (z � 1)(1� �) 1Xn=0 nYi=0 M(Ri(z)z)z :(3.23)



3.5. Case study 1: Geometric Message Lengths 39Invoking (3.22) givesS(z) = (z � 1)(1� �) 1Xn=0 nYi=0 M(Ri(z)z)z+ (z � 1)(1� �)M� (1��)z1��z �Q1i=0 M(Ri(z)z)zz �M� (1��)z1��z � : (3.24)The matrix-analytical counterpart of this reasoning goes as follows. Denote thePerron-Frobenius eigenvalue M(zx(z)) of D(z) by �(z). Clearly there exists az0 2 (1;1) such that �(z0) = z0 and �(z) < z on (1; z0). Hence, if 1 < z < z0,�zI�D(z)��1 = 1z 1Xk=0 D(z)kzk : (3.25)Using S(z) = X(z)e we obtainS(z) = (z � 1)(1� �) 1Xn=0 nYi=0 M(Ri(z)z)z : (3.26)Since for z 2 (1; z0),1Yi=0 M(Ri(z)z)z = 0;both (3.24) and (3.26) yield the same result on the considered interval.3.5.6 Asymptotic behaviourThe asymptotic behaviour of the stationary distribution of the bu�er occupationcan be derived from (3.24), as shown in [61], or in [64] for a more general model.The extra term in (3.24), when compared to (3.26), is explicitly used by thisapproach. This is however not surprising because1Yi=0 M(Ri(z0)z0)z0 6= 0;since M(Ri(z0)z0)=z0 converges fast enough to 1 for i!1.The conditions of Theorem 2.7.2 are satis�ed, hencexn � (z0 � 1)�0(z0)� 1x0v(z0)z�n0 u(z0): (3.27)with z0 and � as de�ned in Section 3.5.5. The vectors v(z) and u(z) are re-spectively the right and left Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of D(z) such that



40 3. On the FEA-MAA Relationshipu(z)e = 1 and v(z)u(z) = 1. The Perron-Frobenius theorem [53, Theorem 1.1]implieslimk!1D(z)k�(z)k e = v(z): (3.28)Using limk!1Rk(z) = x(z) we obtain1Yi=0 M(Ri(z)z)M(x(z)z) w(x(z)) = v(z): (3.29)Finally we are able to concludesn = xne � z0 � 1�0(z0)� 1 1Yi=0 M(Ri(z0)z0)z0 ; (3.30)which is the same result as in [61, pg. 30{31].3.6 Case Study 2: General On-O� SourcesThis second case study deals with the multiplexer queue having as input anhomogeneous superposition of on-o� sources with generally distributed on- ando�-periods. The main reason for studying this example is that it allows for theintroduction and the examination of an approximation for the vector x0. Intwo numerical examples the accuracy of this approximation is assessed, withthe emphasis on its application to the computation of bu�er asymptotics.3.6.1 System descriptionConsider the multiplexer queue to which N stochastically independent on-o�sources are fed. This superposition is taken to be homogeneous, i.e. all sourceshave the same characteristics. During an on-period, a source generates exactlyone cell per slot, whereas no cells are generated during an o�-period. Thegenerating functions corresponding to the duration of the on- and the o�-periodsare denoted respectively by A(z) =P1k=1 akzk and B(z) =P1k=1 bkzk.3.6.2 The matrix-analytical approachSince this case study is not intended in the �rst place as an illustration of thetheory of Section 3.2, the reader is referred to [63] for the FEA-derivation of thefunctional equation. The MAA starts with modelling a single on-o� source asa DBMAP. As in [63] the states A1, A2, : : : and B1, B2, : : : are introduced. Asource is said to be in state An if it is in the n-th slot of an on-period. Similarly,a source is said to be in state Bn if it is in the n-th slot of an o�-period. Usingthese states an on-o� source can be described as an in�nite-dimensional Markovchain, which is de�ned by the following transitions:



3.6. Case Study 2: General On-O� Sources 41� from An to An+1 with probability pan = 1�Pni=1 ai1�Pn�1i=1 ai ,� from Bn to Bn+1 with probability pbn = 1�Pni=1 bi1�Pn�1i=1 bi ,� from Bn to A1 with probability 1� pbn and� from An to B1 with probability 1� pan.To be able to write down the matrices D, Dl and D(z), we order the states inthe following way: A1, A2, : : : , B1, B2, : : : Following the same reasoning as inSection 3.5.3 we obtain
D(z) =

0BBBBBBBBBBB@
0 pa1z 0 : : : 1� pa1 0 0 : : :0 0 pa2z : : : 1� pa2 0 0 : : :0 0 0 : : : 1� pa3 0 0 : : :... ... ... . . . ... ... ... : : :(1� pb1)z 0 0 : : : 0 pb1 0 : : :(1� pb2)z 0 0 : : : 0 0 pb2 : : :(1� pb3)z 0 0 : : : 0 0 0 : : :... ... ... . . . ... ... ... . . .

1CCCCCCCCCCCA : (3.31)
The DBMAP corresponding to the superposition is denoted by �DN ;DNl �.Hence DN(z) = NNj=1D(z) as demonstrated in Section 2.2.1. Multiply bothsides of the rewritten Pollachek-Kinchin equationzX(z) = X(z)DN(z) + (z � 1)x0DN(z) (3.32)by

wN(x; y) = NOj=1 w(x; y) = NOj=1
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
x1x2x3...1y2y3...
1CCCCCCCCCCCA ; (3.33)

with x = (x1; x2; x3; : : : ) and y = (1; y2; y3; : : : ). This results in the functionalequationzX(z)wN(x; y) = X(z)hx1zD� y2x1z�iNwN�G(x; y; z); H(x; y; z)�+ (z � 1)x0wN�G(x; y; z); H(x; y; z)�: (3.34)



42 3. On the FEA-MAA RelationshipHere G(x; y; z) = �G1(x; y; z); G2(x; y; z); G3(x; y; z); : : : �;H(x; y; z) = �1; H2(x; y; z); H3(x; y; z); : : : �and Gn(x; y; z) = Cn(xn+1z)x1zD1� y2x1z� ;Hn(x; y; z) = Dn� yn+1x1z �D1� y2x1z� :The generating functions Ci(z) and Di(z) are de�ned by Ci(z) = 1� pan + panzand Di(z) = 1� pbn + pbnz.3.6.3 An approximation for x0Since the o�-periods are generally distributed, it is impossible to write downx0 or g (see Section 2.6) by straightforward probabilistic reasoning. Henceg has to be calculated numerically as the invariant probability vector of G.Since in general the state space of the DBMAP (DN ;DNl ) is in�nite, the on-o�sources have to be approximated �rst by ones with bounded on- and o�-periods.But even then the matrices may remain very large, resulting in intractablecomputations.The FEA encounters the same problem, although otherwise formulated, andproposes an approximation, see e.g. [65] or [66]. Let us translate this approx-imation to the DBMAP setting. Consider the steady-state vector �N of DN .Clearly �N = NNj=1�, with �D = � and �e = 1. Only if a source is in oneof the states Bk, it generated no cell during the previous time slot. Hence thesystem can only be empty if each source is in some Bk-state. The approxima-tion now is based on the assumption that the state of the total arrival processwill not di�er much if observed when the system is empty, or when all sourcesare passive. This reasoning results in the approximation ~g for g given by~g = NOj=1 1P1k=1 �Bk �0 0 0 : : : �B1 �B2 �B3 : : :� : (3.35)The accuracy of this approximation will be examined numerically for two spe-ci�c queueing systems.



3.6. Case Study 2: General On-O� Sources 43Example 1: geometric on-periods, mixed-geometric o�-periodsHere the N on-o� sources have geometrically distributed on-periods and mixed-geometrically distributed o�-periods:A(z) = (1� �)z1� �z ; (3.36)and B(z) = q (1� �1)z1� �1z + (1� q)(1� �2)z1� �2z : (3.37)Three states are needed to model such a source as a DBMAP: one on-state stateand two o�-states, one corresponding to �1, the other to �2. One obtainsD(z) = 0@ �z q(1� �) (1� q)(1� �)(1� �1)z �1 0(1� �2)z 0 �2 1A (3.38)Since only 3 states are involved, it is possible to compute g, and hence also x0,by following the methods given in [49] or [51].Although the set of parameters (N;�; �1; �2; q) fully characterises the arrivalprocess, in [63] a more intuitive set of parameters is used, namely (N; �;K; L; q).The parameter � denotes the mean arrival rate and equals N=(1+(1��)B0(1)).The so-called burstiness factor K is de�ned as the ratio of the mean on-periodof a single source to the corresponding quantity of a Bernoulli arrival processwith the same load � = �=N , i.e. K = (1 � �)=(1 � �) = �B0(1). Note thatthe Bernoulli process is simply a sequence of i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables.The parameter L is de�ned as the ratio of the variance of an o�-period to thevariance of a geometrically distributed o�-period with the same mean length.As stated in [63, pg. 38], the parameters �1 and �2 can be calculated from q, Land B0(1) in the following way:11� �1 = B0(1) +s(1� q)(L� 1)B0(1)[B0(1)� 1]2q ;�2 = 1� (1� q)(1� �1)B0(1)(1� �1)� q :Furthermore � can be obtained from the values for �, N and K.In Figure 3.1 two di�erent measures for the accuracy of ~g are plotted againstthe load �, while the other parameters are kept constant, i.e. N = 4, K = 2,L = 2 and q = 0:3. The �rst measure is the so-called g-error, which can be seenas an absolute measure for the error. Its value is given byjg� ~gj1 =Xi jgi � ~gij:
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�Figure 3.1: Error-plot example 1The second error, the so-called gv-error, is related with the asymptotic be-haviour. For its de�nition we recall the dominant pole approximation for thequeueing system under study. Let S(z) = P1k=0 skzk denote the generatingfunction of the stationary bu�er distribution. It is given by S(z) = X(z)e.Hence by applying Theorem 2.7.2 one obtainssn = xne � z0 � 1�0(z0)� 1(1� �); gvN(z0) (3.39)with �(z) the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of DN (z), �(z0) = z0 and vN(z0) thenormalised left eigenvector of D(z0) corresponding to �(z0). From (3.39) it isclear that the value jgvN(z0)� ~gvN(z0)j, which is called the gv-error, is muchmore relevant here.Figure 3.1 shows that the error jg � ~gj1 increases with the load. The errorjgv(z0)� ~gv(z0)j however decreases again for a high enough load (note that z0is function of �). This phenomenon can be explained by noting that if � ! 1,then z0 decreases towards 1, and hence vN(z0) ! e. So the gv-error vanishesbecause both ~gv(z0) and gv(z0) converge to 1 when �! 1.Example 2: Markovian on-o� sourcesThe same two errors as in the previous example are plotted in Figure 3.2, nowfor the superposition of 5 Markovian on-o� sources. The load is varied byvarying the value for p. The other parameters are kept constant at � = 0:06and � = 0:08. Note that Figure 3.2 shows the same behaviour as Figure 3.1.
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Chapter 4Tail Transitions
Not all DBMAP-D-1 queues have an asymptotic behaviour which �ts withinthe framework of the dominant pole approximation. We will illustrate thisby studying the asymptotic behaviour of two queueing systems to which thedominant pole approximation cannot be applied. These systems are neitherpathological nor far-fetched.The �rst system deals with two queues in tandem: the output process of a �rstqueue serves, together with background tra�c, as input for a second queue.The asymptotic behaviour of the tail probabilities of the second queue can bedetermined using Darboux's theorem. In some sense, we state and proof anextension of the dominant pole approximation as presented in Theorem 2.7.2.It turns out that the character of the asymptotic behaviour can essentiallychange when smoothly varying the parameters determining the system. Thesechanges are called tail transitions.The second system we study consists of a multiplexer queue with as input amixture of LRD and SRD tra�c. It will be shown that the tail probabilities candecay exponentially or according to a power-law, depending on the compositionof the tra�c mix.The involved arrival processes belong to the same class of DBMAPs. Thisclass is introduced below, together with an analysis of the related DBMAP-D-1queue.
4.1 PreparationThe tra�c stream we consider is the superposition of an on-o� source and so-called background tra�c. The on-o� source has geometrically distributed o�-periods and generally distributed on-periods. As such it belongs to the class ofarrival processes introduced in Section 3.6. The generating function associated



48 4. Tail Transitionswith the o�-periods is given by(1� �)z1� �z ;the generating function of the distribution of the length of the on-periods isdenoted by A(z) =P1k=1 akzk. The background tra�c generates Xn arrivals inslot n, with fXn; n > 1g a sequence of i.i.d. random variables. Their generatingfunction is denoted by �(z).For the DBMAP description of the on-o� source only one o�-state is needed,because the o�-periods are geometrically distributed. The on-states A1, A2, : : :are de�ned as in Section 3.6. The o�-state is taken to be the �rst state, henceD(z) is given byD(z) = 0BBBBB@ � (1� �)z 0 0 0 : : :1� pa1 0 pa1z 0 0 : : :1� pa2 0 0 pa2z 0 : : :1� pa3 0 0 0 pa3z : : :... ... ... ... ... . . .
1CCCCCA :By the special structure of D(z) it is possible to obtain an implicit equation forits Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue �(z):�(z) = � + (1� �)A� z�(z)�:The DBMAP describing the superposition of the on-o� source and the back-ground tra�c has �(z)D(z) as z-transform. Its mean arrival rate is given by� = �0(1) + (1� �)A0(1)(1� �)A0(1) + 1 :This superposition will be used in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.2 as input for the mul-tiplexer queue. Therefore we derive an explicit expression for the generatingfunctionQ(z) def= 1Xk=0 qkzk;with qk is the steady-state probability of having k customers in this system.Clearly Q(z) = X(z)e, with X(z) given byX(z) = (z � 1)x0�(z)D(z)�zI� �(z)D(z)��1;which is the Pollachek-Kinchin equation for the DBMAP-D-1 queue having asinput the DBMAP determined by �(z)D(z). Since there is only one o�-state,



4.2. Tandem Queues 49the vector x0 is given by x0 = �1� � 0 0 : : :�. The structure of D(z) makesit possible to compute the vectorw(z) def= x0�(z)D(z)�zI� �(z)D(z)��1; (4.1)with w(z) = �w0(z) w1(z) : : :�. Some straightforward algebra leads tow0(z) = ��(z)z + (1� �)�(z)A��(z)�zz2 � �z�(z)� A��(z)�(1� �)z�(z) ;w1(z) = (1� �)z2z2 � �z�(z)� A��(z)�(1� �)z�(z) ;and for k > 2,wk(z) = �1� k�1Xi=1 ai��(z)kw1(z): (4.2)Since Q(z) = X(z)e = (1� �)(z � 1)w(z)e, it follows thatQ(z) = (1� �)(z � 1)�w0(z) + w1(z)1� A��(z)�1� �(z) �: (4.3)4.2 Tandem QueuesTwo queues are said to be in tandem if they are con�gured as in Figure 4.1.It is assumed that they both have an in�nite waiting room and that theirdeterministic service time equals 1 slot. The number of cells arriving at the �rstqueue in slot n is denoted by Yn, where fYn; n > 1g is a sequence of i.i.d. randomvariables. The generating function of the Yn will be denoted by �(z). Theoutput stream of the �rst system, together with background tra�c as de�nedin Section 4.1, is used as input for the second system. Let us demonstrate thatthis system is modelled by the DBMAP-D-1 queue introduced in Section 4.1.Because the service time of the �rst queue equals one time slot, its outputstream is an on-o� source. The on-periods correspond to the busy-periods, theo�-periods to the idle periods of the queue, which formally belongs to the classof GI-D-1 queueing systems, examined in e.g. [13]. It is shown there that thegenerating function of the distribution of the busy periods, which we denote byA(z) in accordance with Section 4.1, satis�es the functional equationA(z) = �(z[(1� �(0))A(z) + �(0)])� �(0)1� �(0) : (4.4)Since furthermore the idle period is geometrically distributed with parameter� = �(0), it is clear that the theory developed in Section 4.1 applies to thesecond queue.



50 4. Tail Transitions
First queue

Background Traffic

Second Queue

Figure 4.1: Tandem QueuesIf one is able | given a concrete instance of � | to determine A(z) from (4.4),then (4.3) can be used to describe the generating function associated with thesecond queue. It is of course not surprising that in general it is impossible toobtain A(z) explicitly from (4.4). This is however not an obstacle to study theasymptotic behaviour of the second bu�er as we will show in a Section 4.2.2.But �rst we examine in Section 4.2.1 one of these rare cases with an explicitformula for A(z). This example, introduced and studied in [46], indicates whichbehaviour can be expected when dealing with arbitrary � and �. For this generalcase a technique to obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the tail probabilities ispresented in Section 4.2.2.The reader should note that the approach presented here di�ers radically from[46]. Whereas in [46] the asymptotic behaviour is calculated by ad-hoc tech-niques, here Darboux's theorem is used.4.2.1 The analytical caseAs in [46] let�(z) = 11 + �� �z ;and �(z) = 1� � + �z;with 0 < �; � < 1. Solving (4.4) leads toA(z) = (1 + �)2 � 2�z � (1 + �)p(1 + �)2 � 4�z2�2z : (4.5)Furthermore � = 1=(1+ �). The total arrival rate � at the second queue equalsthe sum of the rate at the �rst queue and the background rate, hence � = �+�.For stability reasons it is assumed that �+� < 1. It is also of interest to observethat the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue �(z) of D(z) is exactly �(z).With the expressions for A(z) and �(z), (4.3) becomesQ(z) = (1� �)�(1� z) + z�p(1� �)2 + 4��(1� z)� (1� �� 2�)�2�(1� � � �z) �:



4.2. Tandem Queues 51The denominator of this expression can be responsible for a pole atzp = 1� �� ; (4.6)if the numerator di�ers from 0 at this point. Because the square root p alwaysdesignates the positive root the numerator equals 0 if and only if � + 2� 6 1.Remark that the stability condition �+ � < 1 implies zp > 1. The square rootp introduces a branch point atzb = (1� �)2 + 4��4�� : (4.7)For each admissible choice of � and �, 1 < zp 6 zb with equality only if �+2� =1. But as indicated above, zp is only a pole if � + 2� > 1. Hence three casescan be distinguished:1. �+ 2� > 1: Q(z) has a simple dominant pole at zp,2. � + 2� = 1: Q(z) has the combination of a pole and a branch point oforder 12 at zp = zb,3. �+ 2� < 1: Q(z) has only a branch point of order 12 at zb.We now examine these cases in detail. As in [46] we look at the asymptoticsfor the tail probabilitiesPfq > kg =Xj>k qj; (4.8)where q is the random variable associated with Q(z) = Pj qjzj. These valuesare the coe�cients of the series expansion ofQ�(z) def= 1�Q(z)1� z : (4.9)We apply Darboux's theorem to the function Q�(z) for the cases mentionedabove.Case 1: �+ 2� > 1The part of Q�(z) determining the asymptotic behaviour of its coe�cients canbe written as� (1� �� �)z2�(1� �)(1� z)�1� zzp��1�p(1� �)2 + 4��(1� z)� (1� �� 2�)�:(4.10)Hence, by Theorem 2.7.1, we are able to concludePfq > kg � �+ 2� � 1� z�kp :The reader should note that this case is also covered by the dominant poleapproximation. Observe that �(zp)�(zp) = zp, hence zp plays the role of � ofTheorem 2.7.2.



52 4. Tail TransitionsCase 2: �+ 2� = 1The part of the expression for Q�(z) introducing the singularity with weight 12at zp = zb is�1� �� �1� z zp(1� �)2 + 4��(1� z)2�(1� � � �z) ;which can be rewritten as�1� �� �1� z z�1� zzp�� 12p(1� �)2 + 4��2�(1� �) :Hence Theorem 2.7.1 impliesPfq > kg � 1p�r1 + �1� �k� 12 z�kb :Note that the decay is not purely exponential, but that also a factor k� 12 isinvolved.Case 3: �+ 2� < 1The part of Q�(z) introducing the singularity with weight �12 at zb is� 1� �� �1� z zp(1� �)2 + 4��(1� z)2�(1� � � �z) =� 1� �� �1� z p(1� �)2 + 4��2�(1� � � �z) �1� zzp� 12 :This results inPfq > kg � 1p� (1� �� �)((1� �)2 + 4��)(1� �)2(1� �� 2�)2 p(1� �)2 + 4��k� 32 z�kb :(4.11)Again two factors contribute to the decay: k� 32 and z�kb .4.2.2 The general caseIn this section we allow arbitrary distributions for the Yn, which determinethe arrivals at the �rst queue, and for the Xn, which generate the backgroundtra�c. Hence no conditions are imposed on the generating functions � and �,with the exception that � is taken such that it does not introduce branchpoints.Results similar to the ones presented above will be obtained. We start againwith looking for poles and branchpoints.



4.2. Tandem Queues 53Considering (4.3) it is clear that the common denominator of w1(z) and w2(z),d(z) = z2 � �z�(z)� A��(z)�(1� �)z�(z);can introduce singularities whenever it becomes 0. Observe that the zero pointof d(z), which lies outside the complex unit disk and has minimal modulus, ison the real axis. We denote this point by zp. Branch points can be introducedby A(z). Because A(z) is a generating function, its branchpoints lie outside thecomplex unit disk. Since A(z) satis�es the implicit equation F �z; A(z)� = 0,with F (z; w) = �(z[(1� �(0))w + �(0)])� �(0)1� �(0) � w;we can conclude from [8] and [45, Chapter 3] that in general A(z) has an alge-braic branchpoint of weight 12 at the point zb if@@wF (z; w)jz=�(zb);w=A(�(zb)) = 0;@@zF (z; w)jz=�(zb);w=A(�(zb)) 6= 0;@2@w2F (z; w)jz=�(zb);w=A(�(zb)) 6= 0:The expression for F (z; w) implies that the branchpoint of A(z) with minimalmodulus is real. From now on zb will designate this special branchpoint.We distinguish again between the following three cases: zp < zb, zp = zb andzb < zp.Case 1: zp < zbThis case belongs to the domain of the dominant pole approximation and isgiven for the sake of completeness. By applying Darboux's theorem we simplyhave Pfq > kg � gz�kp ;with g = limz!zp�1� zzp�Q�(z):This limit can be determined directly by applying l'Hôpital's rule. The only dif-�culty is determination of the value A0(�(zb)). By the implicit function theoremone hasA0(�(zp)) = � @@zF (z; w)jz=�(zp);w=A(�(zp))@@wF (z; w)jz=�(zp);w=A(�(zp)) :



54 4. Tail TransitionsCase 2: zp = zbWe use again the fact that A(z) is implicitly determined by F . In [8] a theo-rem linking implicit functions and Darboux's theorem is presented. Althoughthis theorem cannot be applied here in a straightforward manner, it is stillappropriate to quote it in the original form [8, Theorem 5].Theorem 4.2.1 (Bender). Assume that the power series w(z) =P anzn withnon-negative coe�cients satis�es F (z; w) = 0. Suppose there exist real numbersr > 0 and s > a0 such that1. for some � > 0, F (z; w) is analytic whenever jzj < r + � and jwj < s+ �;2. F (r; s) = 0 and Fw(r; s) = 03. Fz(r; s) 6= 0 and Fww(r; s) 6= 0 and4. if jzj 6 r, jwj 6 s, and F (z; w) = Fw(z; w) = 0 then z = r and w = s.Then an �r rFz2�Fwwn� 32 r�n; (4.12)where the partial derivatives Fz, Fw and Fww are evaluated at z = r and w = s.The key point in the proof of this theorem is that | as far as the statement(4.12) is concerned | w(z) can be approximated, in a neighbourhood of z = rand w = s, by the corresponding solution w?(z) of the equationF (r; s) + (w � s)Fw + (z � r)Fz + 12(w � s)2Fww = 0: (4.13)Since F (r; s) = Fw = 0 one hasw?(z) u s�s2(r � z)FzFww : (4.14)Formula (4.12) follows by applying Darboux's theorem to the positive branchof w?(z).To obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the tail probabilities the approximationpresented in (4.14) will be applied to A(z). Let r = �(zb) and s = A(�(zb)).Hence, analogous to (4.14),A(�(z)) u A(�(zb))�s2�0(zb)FzFww (zb � z):Let furthermore a = p(2�0(zb)Fz)=Fww and f = (1 � �)�(zb)zb. Using theapproximation for A(z), which gives | as shown by the proof of Bender's



4.2. Tandem Queues 55Theorem in [8] | the analytically correct results, and by proceeding as inSection 4.2.1, we end up withPfq > kg � c2p�k� 12 z�kb ;wherec2 = 1� �fapzb�z2b � d(zb) + (1� �)z2b �1� A��(zb)�� �(zb)1� �(zb)�:Case 3: zb < zpThe derivation of the tail probabilities is analogous to the case zb = zp. OneobtainsPfq > kg � c32p�k� 32 z�kb ;withc3 =�(1� �)pzbd(zb)2 �z2bfa+ ((1� �)z2b��1�A��(zb)��f � d(zb)�a) �(r)1� �(r)�:Numerical exampleThe theory developed in Section 4.2.2 is applied to the case with �(z) = e�(z�1)and �(z) = 1 � � + �z1. Hence cells arrive at the �rst queue according to aPoisson distribution with parameter �. The background tra�c is Bernoulli withparameter �. The following cases are examined:1. � = :7, � = :20 resulting in zp < zb,2. � = :7, � = :13 resulting in zp � zb,3. � = :7, � = :10 resulting in zb < zb.For each of them the value logPfq = kg obtained by simulation is plotted,together with the values obtained by the appropriate formula for the asymptoticbehaviour. Note that by the de�nition of Q�(z), the asymptotic formula forPfq = kg can be derived from the one for Pfq > kg, by dividing it by zp � 1or zb � 1.As can be seen from Figure 4.2, the asymptotic regime sets in almost immedi-ately for the cases 1 and 2. This is clearly not true for the third case. Whathappens there can be understood by taking a look at the asymptotic formulasobtained for the analytical case in Section 4.2.1. One observes in the denomi-nator of the constant in (4.11) the factor (1� �� 2�)2. If k + 2� approaches
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Figure 4.2: Numerical Example1, this constant becomes very large. This is of course related to the fact thatthe system is approaching the transition point, where the asymptotic behaviourchanges from c3k�3=2zb�k to c2k�1=2zb�k. Since k�3=2 decays faster than k�1=2,the constant c3 tries to compensate for this by diverging when k+2� approaches1. Consequently it takes high values for k to reach the asymptotic regime.4.3 An LRD-SRD Tra�c MixTail transitions also happen when dealing with tra�c mixes consisting of SRDand LRD components. It turns out that if such tra�c is fed to the c-serverqueue introduced in Section 3.3.1, two radically di�erent types of asymptoticbehaviour may occur. Depending on the value of c and on the sizes of theSRD and the LRD components, the tail probabilities decay exponentially oraccording to a power-law.This phenomenon is studied in [24] for a uid-ow queue with input a mix of Nstationary LRD and SRD on-o� sources. The study presented here is limitedto a c-server queue having as input the superposition of a single LRD on-o�source and SRD background tra�c. Despite being much more speci�c, thisqueueing system has all the relevant characteristics, and at the same time it isanalytically tractable.For the case c = 1, exact bu�er asymptotics are obtained. When c > 2, we arestill able to precisely describe the asymptotic behaviour of the tail probabilities,



4.3. An LRD-SRD Tra�c Mix 57but the intrinsic complexity of the system prevents us from deriving closed formexpressions. Nevertheless we obtain the point at which the tail transition occurs.Furthermore, the use of generating functions allows us to gather strong supportfor the conjecture made at the end of [24, Section 4.1].4.3.1 The tra�c mix: de�nitions and propertiesThe arrival process de�ned in Section 4.1 is reused. Hence we consider thesuperposition of background tra�c and an on-o� source with geometrically dis-tributed o�-periods. Let �A denote the random variable corresponding to theduration of the on-periods. By assuming a Pareto-like distribution for �A, i.e.Pf�A = kg � ak�s; (4.15)with 2 < s < 3 and a > 0, the on-o� source generates LRD tra�c. Indeed, ifXk denotes the number of arrivals generated by the on-o� source in slot k, thenthe results presented in [57] imply thatVar(X1 + : : :+Xn) � E[�B]2(E[�A] +E[�B])3 a(4� s)(3� s)(s� 1)n4�s:Hence by Proposition 1.3.10, the source generates LRD tra�c with Hurst pa-rameter H = (4� s)=2. The background tra�c serves as the SRD component.Recall that its generating function is denoted by �(z).In Section 4.3.2 we consider the case where the total tra�c stream is fed to thec-server queue with c = 1, while in Section 4.3.3 the tra�c is o�ered to thec-server queue with c > 1.4.3.2 The tail probabilities when c = 1: exact asymp-toticsSince there is only 1 server we are actually dealing with the DBMAP-D-1 queuepresented in Section 4.1. Hence the generating function associated with thestationary bu�er distribution q is Q(z), as de�ned by (4.3). Considering theequalityE[q] = 1Xk=0 Pfq > kg;it is clear that some information about the tail probabilities is contained in themean queue length. By calculating Q0(1) we obtainE[q] = A00(1)2 1E[�A] +E[�B]��0(1)21� � + �0(1)�+ 
;



58 4. Tail Transitionswith 
 denoting a term involving the �nite quantities �, �0(1), �00(1) and A0(1)(we suppose that all the moments of the background tra�c exist). Since E[� 2A] =1, we have A00(1) =1, hence E[q] =1. Consequently Q0(z) diverges when zapproaches 1. In Appendix 4.3.4 we show that the behaviour of Q0(z) near 1 isdescribed byQ0(z) � L(1� z)3�s for z ! 1�; (4.16)with L = a�(3� s)s� 1 1E[�A] +E[�B]��0(1)s�11� � + �0(1)s�2�:Note that f(z) � g(z) for z ! 1�, with f , g real-valued functions, stands forlimz!1;z<1 f(z)=g(z) = 1.By using the Tauberian theorem for power series we are able to derive from(4.16) the asymptotic behaviour of the coe�cients of the power series Q0(z) =Pk kqkzk�1. We recall this theorem from [26],Theorem 4.3.1 (Tauberian theorem for power series). Let pk > 0 andsuppose thatP (z) = 1Xk=0 pkzkconverges for 0 6 z < 1. If L is a constant and 0 6 � <1, then the followingrelations are equivalent:P (z) � L(1� z)� for z ! 1�and p0 + p1 + : : :+ pn�1 � L�(� + 1)n� for n!1:Applying this theorem to Q0(z) results inq1 + 2q2 + : : : nqn � L�(4� s)n3�s: (4.17)Using [43, 3.3 (c), pg. 59], the asymptotic behaviour of the tail probabilities canbe derived from (4.17):Xj>k qj � L�(4� s) 3� ss� 2k2�s;or Pfq > kg � a(s� 1)(s� 2) 1E[�A] +E[�B]��0(1)s�11� � + �0(1)s�2�k2�s:(4.18)
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Figure 4.3: Numerical example with c = 1Numerical example To observe how fast the asymptotic regime is reachedwe simulate the queue withPf�A = jg = (j + 1)�s � j�s; (4.19)and �(z) = 1� � + �z. Here a = s� 1. For the �rst example s = 2:8, � = 0:6and � = 0:3, and for the second example s = 2:3, � = 0:8 and � = 0:3. Hencethe load of the system is about 0.68 for the �rst case and about 0.65 for thesecond case. As can be seen from Figure 4.3.2, the asymptotic regime is reachedvery quickly. The asymptotic behaviour of Pfq = kg is given byPfq = kg � a(s� 1) 1E[�A] +E[�B]��0(1)s�11� � + �0(1)s�2�k1�s:Note however that this formula is only valid because the Pfq = kg are decreas-ing.4.3.3 The tail probabilities when c > 1: a qualitativeanalysisContrary to the case c = 1, no closed form formula describing the asymptoticbehaviour can be obtained when c > 1. The main reason is that an explicitformula for Q(z) like (4.18) does not exist for the DBMAP-D-c with c > 1.



60 4. Tail TransitionsNevertheless it is possible to determine precisely the behaviour of the tail pro-babilities. It turns out that this behaviour depends on c and on the sizes of theLRD and the SRD shares of the tra�c mix.We start with deriving from the Pollachek-Kinchin equation for the DBMAP-D-c queue an expression for Q(z), the generating function of the stationary bu�erdistribution q.Calculating Q(z) when c > 1Recall that the Pollachek-Kinchin equation for the DBMAP-D-c queue (seeSection 3.4.1) is given by:X(z) = c�1Xl=0 xlD(z)(zc � zl)�zcI�D(z)��1:Whereas for c = 1 the vector x0 is known explicitly, here the vectors x0; : : : ;xc�1can only be computed numerically, as is shown in [49, pg. 310{329]. Thisprevents us from deriving a closed form formula for Q(z) = X(z)e. Neverthelesswe proceed as in Section 4.1. De�ne for l = 0; 1; : : : ; c� 1,w(l)(z) = xlD(z)�z2I�D(z)��1;with w(l)(z) = �w(l)0 w(l)1 : : :�. From this de�nition one can derive the equa-tions �zc � �(z)��w(l)0 (z)� zc�1A��(z)zc�1 �w(l)1 (z)= �(z) 1Xj=1(xl)j" 1Xj=k+1 ak1�Pj�1i=1 ai��(z)zc�1 �k�j#+ �(z)�(xl)0 + �(z) 1Xk=1�1� pak�(xl)k; (4.20)
and �(1� �)z�(z)w(l)0 (z) + zcw(l)1 (z) = (1� �)z(xl)0; (4.21)which determine w(l)0 (z) and w(l)1 (z). The w(l)k (z), with k > 2, are given byw(l)k (z) = �k�1Yi=1 pai���(z)zc�1 �k�1w(l)1 (z) + k�1Xj=1 xi;j�k�1Yi=j pai���(z)z �k�j:Summarising this information we havew(l)(z)e = w(l)0 (z) + w(l)1 (z)�1 + 1Xk=1�Xj>k aj���(z)zc�1 �k�+ 1Xj=1(xl)j 1Xk=j 1�Pki=1 ai1�Pj�1i=1 ai��(z)zc�1 �k�j+1: (4.22)



4.3. An LRD-SRD Tra�c Mix 61The analysis ofQ(z) = c�1Xl=0 �zc � zl�w(l)(z)e; (4.23)reveals two di�erent types of asymptotic behaviour. If �0(1) > c�1, or otherwisestated, if the mean arrival rate of the background tra�c exceeds c� 1, then thetail probabilities decay according to a power-law, as is shown under Case 1. Ifthe mean arrival rate of the background tra�c is strictly less than c�1, then thetail probabilities decay approximately exponentially, as is demonstrated underCase 2. It turns out that the rate of this decay can be easily determined. Forthe case �0(1) = c� 1, the transition point, no conclusions could be drawn.Case 1: �0(1) > c� 1Since �0(1) > c� 1 we haveddz��(z)zc�1 ����z=1 > 0:Hence there exists an open set G � D(0; 1), with D(0; 1) the closed complexunit disk, having the following properties:for each z 2 G: ����(z)zc�1 ��� < 1; (4.24)the interval [�; 1) belongs to G for some � 2 (0; 1): (4.25)By (4.24) all series occurring in (4.20) and (4.22) are summable for z 2 G.Hence on G the representation (4.23) of Q(z) can be used. Since we focus onthe inuence of the LRD on-o� source, �(z) is taken to be analytical on someopen set containing D(0; 1).We obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the tail probabilities, as in Section 4.3.2,by examining the behaviour of Q0(z). Therefore we list below the expressionswhich occur in (4.23) and involve the coe�cients ak of A(z).Note in the formulas for w(l)0 (z) and w(l)1 (z), to be derived from (4.20) and (4.21),the occurrence ofA��(z)zc�1 �; (4.26)and 1Xj=1(xl)j" 1Xj=k+1 ak1�Pj�1i=1 ai��(z)zc�1 �k�j#: (4.27)Furthermore one notices in (4.22)1Xk=1�Xj>k aj���(z)zc�1 �k; (4.28)



62 4. Tail Transitionsand 1Xj=1(x0)j 1Xk=j 1�Pki=1 ai1�Pj�1i=1 ai��(z)zc�1 �k�j+1: (4.29)Let us analyse the behaviour of Q0(z) for z ! 1�. Consider the term (zc �zl)w(1)(z)e of (4.23). Carefully examining the occurrences of (4.26) and (4.27)reveals that, as far as these expressions are concerned, the situation is essentiallythe same as with Q0(z) in Section 4.3.2. The contributions of (4.28) and (4.29)can be coped with as follows. We restrict the outline to (4.29), as (4.28) can bedealt with in a similar way. In Q0(z) the termsfl(z) def= ddz"�zc � zl� 1Xj=1(xl)j 1Xk=j 1�Pki=1 ai1�Pj�1i=1 ai��(z)zc�1 �k�j+1�;show up for l = 0; : : : ; c� 1. Considering the proof of the statement (4.16), itis clear one has to determine the limitslimz!1�(1� z)3�sfl(z);which can be done by observing thatlimz!1�(1� z)3�s 1Xj=1(xl)j 1Xk=j 1�Pki=1 ai1�Pj�1i=1 ai��(z)zc�1 �k�j+1 =1Xj=1(xl)j limz!1�(1� z)3�s 1Xk=j 1�Pki=1 ai1�Pj�1i=1 ai��(z)zc�1 �k�j+1: (4.30)This equality is proved as follows. Note that (xl)j 6 �j, with�j = (1� �)Pf�A > jg1 + (1� �)A0(1) ; (4.31)which is the steady-state probability that the on-o� source is in state Aj. To-gether with the fact thatlimz!1�(1� z)3�s (1� �)1 + (1� �)A0(1) 1Xj=1 1Xk=j� 1Xi=k+1 ai���(z)zc�1 �k�j+1 =M;where M > 0, (4.31) implies that (4.30) is valid. Hence for some C > 0,Q0(z) � C(1� z)3�s for z ! 1�;which impliesPfq > kg � C(3� s)(s� 2)�(4� s)k2�s;The constant C depends on A(z), �, �(z), c and the vectors x0, : : : xc�1. Itshould be kept in mind that these vectors x0; : : : ;xc�1 can be calculated onlynumerically.



4.3. An LRD-SRD Tra�c Mix 63Case 2: �0(1) < c� 1Contrary to the case �0(1) > c�1 there exists some z0 > 1 such that �(z0) = z0.We suppose that z0 < 1, because z0 = 1 implies that the background tra�cgenerates at most c� 1 arrivals in a slot. If this is the case no bu�er is needed,because all arriving cells can be served instantaneously. For z 2 (1; z0),�(z)zc�1 < 1:Since �(z) is a generating function, it follows that for the complex z with 1 <jzj < jz0j, one has j�(z)j < jzc�1j. Furthermore, because �(z) 6= zn for eachn > 0, there exist at most a �nite number of complex points z?i with modulus1 such that j�(z?i )j = jz?i j. Let G be the maximal open set such that for z 2 G,����(z)zc�1 ��� < 1:Hence all complex z, with 1 < jzj < jz0j, belong toG. FurthermoreG\D(0; 1) isnon-empty. Notice that on G the function Q(z), given by (4.23), is well-de�ned.Recall that q denotes the random variable associated with the stationary bu�erdistribution. Because G \D(0; 1) is non-empty, Q(z) is a representation of thez-transform E[zq] on G. Hence the power series P1k=0 qkzk, associated withE[zq], is holomorphic on the open disk with centre 0 and radius jz0j. The pointz0 represents a non-removable singularity. Since on G,E[zq] = 1Xk=0 qkzk = Q(z);it is possible to determine the asymptotic behaviour of qk = Pfq = kg byexamining the behaviour of Q0(z). De�ne for y 2 (0; 1),f(y) = Q0(z0y):Analysing the behaviour of f(y) for y ! 1�, by using similar arguments as forthe �0(1) > c� 1 case, we obtainq1 + 2z0q2 + : : :+ nzn�10 qn � Cn3�s;with C > 0. If the sequence (kzk�10 qk) decreases, this impliesPfq = kg � (3� s)Cz�k0 k1�s:In [24] this type of asymptotic behaviour is conjectured for similar queueingsystems.
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Figure 4.4: Numerical example with c = 2Numerical exampleThe tail probabilities for three examples, each one corresponding to a caseconsidered above, are shown in Figure 4.4. The on-periods are distributed as in(4.19), the background tra�c is generated by Poisson variables with parameter�. For the �rst example s = 2:3, � = 0:4 and � = 0:8, which results in amean arrival rate of 1.5. Clearly this example is covered by Case 2. The secondexample has s = 2:6, � = 0:4 and � = 1. Hence the mean arrival rate is1.6. Since � = 1, this example is a transition point case. The third one has apower-law decay, here s = 2:6, � = 0:8 and � = 1:2, hence mean arrival rate is1.5.
4.3.4 AppendixTo validate the statement (4.16) we rewrite Q(z):Q(z) = (1� �)�f0(z) + f1(z)�;



4.3. An LRD-SRD Tra�c Mix 65with f0(z) = (z � 1) t(z)z2 � t(z) ; (4.32)f1(z) = (z � 1)(1� �)z2z2 � t(z) 1� A��(z)�1� �(z) ; (4.33)t(z) = �z�(z) + (1� �)z�(z)A��(z)�: (4.34)Let us focus on the behaviour of f 00(z). The function f 01(z) can be analysed ina similar way. Combining the results for f 00(z) and f 01(z) we obtain (4.16). Forf 00(z) we havef 00(z) = � �t(z)� z�2�z2 � t(z)�2 + z2 (z � 1)2P1k=0(k + 1)Tk+2zk�z2 � t(z)�2 ;with Tk = Pj>k tj. Since the �rst term of f 00(z) does not diverge for z ! 1�,we only need to take the second term into account. First we have to determinethe asymptotic behaviour of Tk. One way is applying Theorem 4.3.1 to t00(z).First observe thatt00(z) � (1� �)z�(z) d2dz2 hA(�(z))ifor z ! 1�:Let � = 3� s. We havelimz!1�(1� z)� d2dz2hA��(z)�i= limz!1�� 1� z1� �(z)��(1� �(z))�A00��(z)���0(z)�2= limy!1�(1� y)�A00(y)��0(1)�2��:Since by Theorem 4.3.1,A00(y) � 1(1� y)� a�(�);one has, by the same theorem,nXk=0 k(k � 1)tk � a�(�)�(� + 1)n�(�0(1))2��(1� �);henceTk � a� 0(1)s�1(1� �)k1�s:One more application of Theorem 4.3.1 results inf 00(z) � 1�2� t0(1)�2 a�(3� s)(s� 1)�(4� s)(1� z)s�3:



66 4. Tail TransitionsFurthermore observe that(1� �) = 2� t0(1)(1� �)A0(1) + 1 ;hencef 00(z) � 1(1� �)2�(1� �)A0(1) + 1�2 a�(3� s)(s� 1)�(4� s)(1� z)s�3:



Chapter 5An LRD Arrival Process Basedon Pseudo Self-Similar Tra�cModelsIn this chapter a speci�c class of LRD arrival processes is introduced, the def-inition of which is based on the theory of pseudo self-similar tra�c models.Furthermore we investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the multiplexer queuehaving such an arrival process as input. To state our goals and to clarify thetechniques we use, we begin this introduction with a short and informal overviewof the �eld of the pseudo self-similar arrival processes.According to [52, pg. 338] a pseudo self-similar tra�c model is a SRD process,which mimics LRD behaviour over some range of time scales. Of course, whenconsidering large enough time scales, the process reveals its true nature. Oth-erwise stated, over a certain interval of time the autocovariance of a pseudoself-similar process decays approximately as described in De�nition 1.3.9, be-yond this interval it starts to decay exponentially. In the literature most e�orthas gone hitherto into �tting LRD tra�c to pseudo-self similar processes withas few states as possible. In e.g. [2] the authors �t a Markov modulated Poissonprocess with only eight states quite successfully to measured LRD LAN tra�c.The reason these pseudo self-similar tra�c models are considered is straight-forward. Although they behave approximately like LRD processes, are after allthey are still genuine SRD processes. Hence one can reuse the huge amountof theory concerning queueing systems with SRD input to calculate, at leastapproximately, the performance characteristics of queueing systems with LRDinput. In this chapter we originally aimed at obtaining theoretical results onasymptotic behaviour by following this philosophy. Inspired by the results pre-sented in [52, pg. 339], we de�ne a sequence of Markovian arrival processes Y M ,each one exhibiting LRD behaviour over a larger time scale than its predecessor.The limit of this sequence, denoted by Y1, is an LRD arrival process. The ideais to study the queue, having Y1 as input, as the limit of the queues having Y Mas input. It turns out that this approach only works out for the mean queue



68 5. An LRD Arrival Process Based on Pseudo Self-Similar Tra�c Modelslength. To obtain a lower bound for the tail probabilities we had to use largedeviation techniques.5.1 The Tra�c Model Y 1: De�nitionsThe most important properties of the arrival process Y1 are summarised below:� it is de�ned by means of three parameters (a; b; p),� under the condition that a � b2 it is LRD,� the Hurst parameter is given byH = 12� log blog a� log b�;� the Index of Dispersion for Counts (IDC) and its limit can be expressedin a closed form.As indicated before Y 1 is constructed as the limit of a sequence of Markovianprocesses. To de�ne this sequence we use a collection fX(i); 1 6 i < 1g ofstochastically independent Markovian on-o� sources. Let 1 < b < a. Theon-period of X(i) is geometrically distributed with mean duration �ab�i, the o�-period is geometrically distributed with mean duration ai. While on, the sourceX(i) generates a cell in a slot with probability p. According to Example 2.2,X(i) is a DBMAP determined by the matricesD(i)0 = � 1� (1=a)i (1=a)i(1� p)(b=a)i (1� p)�1� (b=a)i�� ;and D(i)1 = � 0 0p(b=a)i p�1� (b=a)i�� :Let D(i) = D(i)0 +D(i)1 . The stationary distribution �(i) of D(i) is given by�(i) = � bi1 + bi 11 + bi� :The mean arrival rate �(i) of X(i) is given by�(i) = p1 + bi :When dealing with LRD the most important characteristic is of course theautocovariance. Recalling (2.2) we haveCov�X(i)1 ; X(i)1+k� = �(i)D(i)1 ��D(i)�k�1 � e�(i)�D(i)1 e;



5.1. The Tra�c Model Y1: De�nitions 69from Example 2.4 it follows thatCov�X(i)1 ; X(i)1+k� = �1� �1a�i � � ba�i�kp2 bi(1 + bi)2 :By the de�nition of X(i) it is clear that for increasing i the autocovariance isdecaying more slowly. This enables us to obtain LRD. On the other hand, themean arrival rate is decreasing fast, i.e. P1i=1 �(i) < 1, which is essential forthe construction of Y1.We now construct the sequence Y M of Markovian processes by which the processY1 is de�ned. For each integer M > 0 de�neY M = MXi=1 X(i):As mentioned in Section 2.2.1 this superposition of DMAPs is again a DBMAP,determined by the matricesDM0 = D(M)0 
D(M�1)0 
 � � � 
D(1)0 ;...DMi = XkM+:::+k1=i 1Oj=MD(j)kj ;...DMM = D(M)1 
D(M�1)1 
 � � � 
D(1)1 :Furthermore DM = D(M) 
 : : : 
D(1), DM(z) = D(M)(z) 
 : : : 
D(1)(z) andthe stationary probability distribution �M of DM is given by�M = �(M) 
 �(M�1) 
 : : :
 �(1):The mean arrival �M of Y M is given by �M =PMi=1 �(i). The limit process of thesequence Y M is, as indicated before, denoted by Y1. Clearly the mean arrivalrate �1 of Y1 is given by�1 = 1Xi=1 p1 + bi :By the independence of the sources X(i), the covariance structure of Y1 satis�esCov�Y 11 ; Y11+k� = 1Xi=1�1� �1a�i � � ba�i�kp2 bi(1 + bi)2 : (5.1)



70 5. An LRD Arrival Process Based on Pseudo Self-Similar Tra�c Models5.2 Second Order Characteristics of Y 1Because of the analytical tractability of (5.1), it is possible to determine thecondition on the parameters a and b for the process Y1 to be LRD. For theLRD instances of Y1 one can also calculate the Hurst parameter. We concludethis section with examining the IDC of Y1.5.2.1 Determination of the Hurst parameterProposition 5.2.1. The arrival process Y 1 is LRD if and only if b2 6 a.Proof. Following De�nition 1.3.1, Y1 is LRD if and only if the series1Xk=1 Cov�Y11 ; Y11+k� (5.2)diverges. Using (5.1) we have1Xk=1 Cov�Y 11 ; Y11+k� = 1Xk=1 1Xi=1 �1� �1a�i � � ba�i�k p2bi(1 + bi)2= 1Xi=1 bi(1 + bi)2 1Xk=1�1� �1a�i � � ba�i�k= 1Xi=1 aibi � bi � b2i(1 + bi)3 :This last series diverges if and only if b2 6 a.To determine the Hurst parameter H we examine the asymptotic behaviour ofthe autocovariance of Y1.Theorem 5.2.2. There exist some C1; C2 > 0 such thatC1k�� < Cov�Y 11 ; Y11+k� < C2k��; (5.3)with � = log blog a� log b: (5.4)Proof. See Appendix 5.4.Although the inequalities stated in Theorem 5.2.2 are insu�cient to concludethat Cov�Y11 ; Y11+k� � ck2H�2;for some c > 0 andH = 12�2� log blog a� log b�;this value for H will be called the Hurst parameter of the process Y1.



5.2. Second Order Characteristics of Y1 715.2.2 The IDC of Y 1In this section we investigate the covariance structure of the process Y 1 bymeans of the Index of Dispersion for Counts (IDC), introduced in Section 2.4.1.Denote by I(i)(k) the IDC of the process X(i) and let J (i) = limk!1 I(i)(k). TheIDC of the process Y 1 is denoted by I1(k) and J1 = limk!1 I1(k).From (2.3) it follows thatJ (i) = �(i)D(i)1 e� 3[�(i)D(i)1 e]2 + 2�D(i)1 Z(i)D(i)1 e�(i)D(i)1 e ; (5.5)with Z(i) the fundamental matrix of the Markov chain associated with D(i):Z(i) = �I� �D(i) � e�(i)���1:Using the expressions for D(i)0 and D(i)1 , given in Section 5.1, it is easy to showthat Z(i) = 1(1 + bi)2 �ai + bi(1 + bi) 1� ai + bibi(1� ai + bi) 1 + bi + aibi� :Hence,�(i)D(i)1 Z(i)D(i)1 e = p2(1 + bi)3 �1 + bi(ai � bi)�;and (5.5) becomesJ (i) = 1� 3 p1 + bi + 2 p(1 + bi)2 �1 + bi(ai � bi)�: (5.6)Now we compute J1, i.e. the limit of the IDC of the process Y1. Since Y1 =P1i=1X(i) it follows thatI1(k) = 1Xi=1 �(i)�1 I(i)(k):Hence,I1(k) = P1i=1Cov(X(i)1 ; X(i)1 ) +P1i=1 2Pk�1j=1 k�jk Cov(X(i)1 ; X(i)1+j)�1 :Taking the limit for k �!1, we obtainJ1 = �1 � 3 1Xi=1 (�(i))2 + 2p2 1Xi=1 1 + bi(ai � bi)(1 + bi)3�1 : (5.7)From (5.7) it follows that the limit of the IDC of the process Y 1 is in�niteif b2 6 a, which is the condition under which the process is LRD. This is inagreement with the criterion that a process is LRD if its IDC is diverging.



72 5. An LRD Arrival Process Based on Pseudo Self-Similar Tra�c Models5.3 Queueing BehaviourOriginally we intended to use the philosophy behind the pseudo self-similartra�c models to obtain bu�er asymptotics for the multiplexer queue with Y 1as input. Otherwise stated, deriving bounds for the tail probabilities of thisqueue, which is called the Y1-queue, should be done by studying the queueswith the processes Y M as input. If we could quantify the behaviour of these Y M -queues as a function ofM , then a description of the behaviour of the Y 1-queuewould emerge by letting M !1. Unfortunately this approach only works outfor the calculation of the mean queue length. Obtaining bu�er asymptotics thisway is impossible by the rapidly increasing complexity of the calculations.The mean queue lengths of the Y M -queues constitute a sequence diverging to1. Hence one can conclude that the mean queue length of the Y1-queue doesnot exists, or otherwise stated, equals 1. This observation indicates a power-law decay of the tail probabilities, which is con�rmed in Section 5.3.2 by thecalculation of a large deviations lower bound.Simulation results reveal that the bu�er asymptotics can be described by for-mula (6.12) derived for a multiplexer queue with discrete-time LRD M/G/1input. Details can be found in Section 6.3.The invariant probability vector of the Y M -queue, which is a DBMAP-D-1queue, is denoted by xM , with XM(z) =P1k= xMk zk the associated z-transform.From now on we assume that the cells arrive back-to-back, i.e. p = 1, whichmakes it possible to derive a closed form for xM0 . The existence of the xM isguaranteed by assuming �1 < 1.5.3.1 Mean queue lengthIt is clear that the mean queue length of the Y M -queue is given by �XM�0e with�XM�0 def= ddzXM(z)���z=1:In [42] this quantity is calculated by deriving both sides ofXM(z)�zI�DM(z)� = (z � 1)xM0 DM(z):This results in�XM�0e = ��DM�00e+ 2xM0 �DM�0e� 2�M2(1� �M)+ �2xM0 DM + 2�M�DM�0��I�DM + e�M��1�DM�0e2(1� �M) :We show that the r.h.s. diverges for M ! 1. Since both ��DM�00e and2x0�DM�0e are positive and �nite, and since �M < �1 < 1, it is su�cient



5.3. Queueing Behaviour 73to investigate the behaviour for M !1 of the expression2xM0 DM�I�DM + e�M��1�DM�0e+2�M�DM�0�I �DM + e�M��1�DM�0e: (5.8)We �rst focus on the second term. Since�I� �DM � e�M���1 = I+ 1Xk=1��DM�k � e�M�; (5.9)and because 2�M�DM�0�DM�0e is �nite and positive, we only need to take��DM�0� 1Xk=1��DM�k � e����DM�0einto account. SinceCov�Y 11 ; Y11+k� = ��DM�0��DM�k � e���DM�0e;we have��DM�0h 1Xk=1��DM�k � e��i�DM�0e =1Xk=2 MXi=1�1 � �1a�i � � ba�i�k bi(1 + bi)2 : (5.10)The �rst term of the sum (5.8) can be reduced in the same way tox0DM� 1Xk=1��DM�k � e����DM�0e:Let us now determine xM0 . Since the system can only be empty if all sourceswere in the o�-state during the previous slot, one hasxM0 = (1� �M )u(M) 
 u(M�1) 
 � � � 
 u(1);with u(i) the �rst row of the matrix D(i). Using the elementary properties ofthe Kronecker product 
 one obtainsx0DM� 1Xk=1��DM�k � e����DM�0e =� (1� �) 1Xk=1 MXi=1�1� �1a�i � � ba�i�k 11 + bi : (5.11)



74 5. An LRD Arrival Process Based on Pseudo Self-Similar Tra�c ModelsCombining (5.10) and (5.11) it follows that the mean queue length of the Y1-queue is 1 iflimM!1 MXi=1 1Xk=0�1� �1a�i � � ba�i�k� bi(1 + bi)2 � (1� �) 11 + bi� =1:One can check this is the case if and only if b2 6 a, or otherwise stated, if andonly if the arrival process Y1 is LRD. To simplify the calculations we couldhave used Viterbi's formula for the mean queue length (see [49, pg. 353{360]).But doing so also hides the inuence of the autocovariance, which causes thediverging mean queue lengths. For a generalisation of this result we refer thereader to [28].5.3.2 A large deviations lower boundCalculating large deviations bounds for the tail probabilities of queueing systemsis based on the notion of workload process (see e.g. [23]). This process expressesthe di�erence between the amount of work that arrives at the queue in sometime interval, and the amount of work that can be processed in this interval.Formally the workload process Wn is de�ned byWn = A[�n;0) � n;with A[s;t) the amount of work, here equal to the number of cells, that arriveduring the slots s; s + 1; : : : ; t � 1. For a DBMAP-D-1 queue the number ofcells that can be processed in this interval equals t � s. The stationary bu�erdistribution Q can be expressed in terms of the workload process by Reich'sformula (see e.g.[52]):Q = supn>0 Wn: (5.12)The reader should note that this distribution Q takes into account only thosecells waiting in the bu�er, disregarding the one that is being served. A lowerbound for PfQ > kg can be derived from (5.12) as follows:PfQ > kg = Pfsupn>0Wn > kg > supn>0PfWn > kg: (5.13)Using this inequality, and inspired by the paper [41], we are able to derive thefollowing lower bound.Theorem 5.3.1 (Large deviations lower bound). The bu�er distributionQ as de�ned by Reich's formula (5.12) satis�eslim infk!1 logPfQ > kglog k > log blog a� log b:



5.3. Queueing Behaviour 75Proof. First note that the Markov chain determined by D(i) is reversible:�(i)p �D(i)�p;q = �(i)q �D(i)�q;p:Hence we can rewrite the workload process Wn associated with Y1 as follows:Wn = nXj=1 Y 1j � n= 1Xi=1 nXj=1 X(i)j � n:Choose some " such that 0 < " < �1. De�ne  = �1 � ". Take M" such that�M" = M"Xi=1 �(i) > �1 � "2 :De�nêY M" = 1Xi=M�+1X(i);hence Y M" + Ŷ M" = Y1. The following series of inequalities is justi�ed byinequality (5.13) and by the independence of the X(i):lim infk!1 logPfQ > kglog k= lim infk!1 logPfQ > kglog k> lim infk!1 logPfPkj=1 Y 1j � k > kglog k> lim infk!1 logPfPkj=1 Ŷ M"j > k;Pkj=1 Y M" > (�1 � ")kglog k= lim infk!1 logPfPkj=1 Ŷ M"j > kg+ logPfPkj=1 Y M" > (�1 � ")kglog k> lim infk!1 logPfPkj=1 Ŷ M"j > kglog k+ lim infk!1 logPfPkj=1 Y M" > (�1 � ")kglog k :We start with examining the second term of the last expression. Since Y M" canbe interpreted as a functional of a Markov chain with a �nite state space, one



76 5. An LRD Arrival Process Based on Pseudo Self-Similar Tra�c Modelshas that with probability 1,1k kXj=1 Y M" ! �M":Hence one can conclude thatlimk!1P� kXj=1 Y M" > (�1 � ")k� = 1;or lim infk!1 logP�Pkj=1 Y M" > (�1 � ")k	log k = 0We now turn to the other term. In order to deal with P�Pkj=0 Ŷ M"j > k	,we introduce for each k the collection of stochastically independent randomvariables Z(k)i with i > M" + 1. The distribution of Z(k)i is de�ned via itsgenerating function:E[zZ(k)i ] = 1� �1� � ba�i�k�1 11 + bi + �1� � ba�i�k�1 11 + bi zk:The de�nition of Z(k)i is based on the total number of arrivals generated by thesource X(i) during k consecutive slots. Note that the z-transform of Pkj=1X(i)equals�(i)�D(i)(z)�k�1e;from this formula it follows thatZ(i)k = (0 ifPkj=1X(i) < k;k ifPkj=1X(i) = k:ConsequentlyP� kXj=1 Ŷ (M")j > k� > P� 1Xi=M"+1Z(k)i > k�:Let �ki = �1 � (b=a)i�k�1 1=(1 + bi) and consider the z-transform of the sumP1i=M"+1 Z(k)i ,EhzP1i=M"+1 Z(k)i i = Yi>M�E�zZ(k)i �= Yi>M�+1(1� �ki ) + 1Xj>M� Yi>M�i6=j (1� �ki )�kj zk + : : :



5.4. Appendix 77Clearly for arbitrary k and jYi>M"i6=j (1� �ki ) > 1Yi=1h1� � ba�iik�1:Denote the r.h.s. of this inequality by C, henceP� 1Xi=M"+1Z(k)i > k� > C Xi=M"+1�1� � ba�i�k�1 11 + bi :From the calculations in the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 it follows that1Xi=M"+1�1� � ba�i�k�1 11 + bi > ck��;with � = log b=(log a� log b) and some c > 0. Hencelim infk!1 logPfPkj=1 Ŷ M"j > kglog k > ��;which concludes the proof.5.4 AppendixA detailed outline of the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 is presented. We have to showthe existence of two positive constants C1 and C2 such that, for k large enough,C1k�� < Cov�Y 11 ; Y11+k� < C2k��;with � = log blog a� log b:We will assume b2 < a, the case b2 = a can be handled in a similar way.The proof consists of two parts. In the �rst part the behaviour of an auxiliaryfunction g(k) is determined. In the second part it is proved that Cov�Y 11 ; Y11+k�behaves in essentially the same way. Without losing generality, let p = 1. Thefunction g(k) is de�ned by:g(k) = 1Xi=1�1� � ba�i�k�1b�i: (5.14)



78 5. An LRD Arrival Process Based on Pseudo Self-Similar Tra�c ModelsSince integrals are easier to evaluate we squeeze g(k) as follows:Z 12 �1� � ba�(x�1)�k�1b�x dx < 1Xi=2�1� � ba�i�k�1b�i< 1Xi=1�1� � ba�i�k�1b�i < Z 11 �1� � ba�x�k�1b�x�1 dxFor our purposes it su�ces to examine the behaviour of the integralZ 11 �1� � ba�x�k�1b�x dxwhen k!1. We rewrite it as the sumZ k1 �1� � ba�x�k�1b�x dx+ Z 1k �1� � ba�x�k�1b�x dx (5.15)with k = log klog a� log b:The reasoning for choosing this k goes as follows. We want to replace �1 �(b=a)x�k by 1 � k(b=a)x, but this approximation is only reasonable as long as1� k(b=a)x > 0, so one must have x > k for k �xed. By the inequalities1� k� ba�x < �1� � ba�x�k;and 1b Z 1k �1� � ba�x�k�1b�x dx < g(k);we immediately have1b � 1log b � 1log a� k�� < g(k):For calculating an upper bound the approximation mentioned above is no longersu�cient. Better approximations, i.e. second-order ones, are needed for bound-ing the second integral of (5.15). For the �rst integral it su�ces that�1� � ba�x�k < e�k(b=a)x < 1k� ba��x;



5.4. Appendix 79resulting in the upper boundZ k1 �1� � ba�x�k�1b�x dx < Z k1 1k� ab2�x dx< 1log a� 2 log bk��:For the second integral of (5.15) we use the inequality�1� � ba�x�k < 1� k� ba�x + k22 � ba�2x:HenceZ 1k �1� � ba�x�k�1b�x dx < Z 1k �1� k� ba�x��1b�x dx+ Z 1k k22 � ba�2x�1b�x dx= � 1log b � 1log a�k�� + 12 log a� log bk��:Combining these results ing(k) < � 1log a� 2 log b + 1log b � 1log a + 12 log a� log b�bk��:The fact that the coe�cients of k�� are positive is a consequence of b < a andb2 < a.We are left with justifying the replacement of the autocovariance by the functiong(k). The upper bound does not pose any problems sinceCov�Y 11 ; Y1k+1� < g(k):For the lower bound it can be shown that the di�erence between g(k) and theautocovariance decays as k�2�, by using the estimateg(k)� Cov�Y11 ; Y1k+1� < 1Xi=1�1� � ba�i�k 3b2i + 1Xi=1�1� � ba�i�k 1ai :





Chapter 6
LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processesand Bu�er Asymptotics
The M/G/1 process is, together with arrival processes derived from fractionalBrownian motion, the most frequently used mathematical model to describeLRD tra�c streams. In this chapter we derive the exact bu�er asymptotics forthe multiplexer queueing system having a discrete-time LRD M/G/1 processas input.In Section 6.1 we introduce the studied class of discrete-time LRD M/G/1processes, together with a short discussion of the applicability of these arrivalprocesses to the modelling of today's teletra�c.In section 6.2 the bu�er asymptotics are derived. This section starts with anoverview of the results obtained in the literature for related queueing systemswith continuous-time or discrete-time LRD M/G/1 input. The derivation ofthe bu�er asymptotics begins with the modelling of the discrete-time LRDM/G/1 process as a DBMAP. Hence we are dealing again with a DBMAP-D-1queue, which allows us to obtain an analytically tractable expression for thegenerating function associated with the stationary bu�er distribution. Fromthis expression we derive, by using the Tauberian theorem for power series,the formula describing the asymptotic behaviour of the tail probabilities. InSection 6.2.4 this result is generalised to the superposition of an LRD M/G/1process and an SRD tra�c stream, modelled by a �nite state DBMAP. Simu-lation results indicating further generalisations are presented in Section 6.3.The chapter concludes with a discussion of the practical relevance of the studiedqueueing model. At the same time we point out several possibilities to obtain, bythe techniques presented here, bu�er asymptotics for related but more generallyapplicable queueing systems.



82 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er Asymptotics6.1 M/G/1 Arrival Processes and LRD6.1.1 M/G/1 arrival processes: de�nitionsThe M/G/1 arrival process has both a continuous-time and a discrete-timeversion. We start with recalling the de�nition of the discrete-time M/G/1input process as it can be found in e.g. [37] and [58]. The number of arrivalsgenerated by the M/G/1 process is de�ned by means of the following auxiliaryM/G/1 queueing system, which clari�es the origin of its name. Consider asystem with in�nitely many servers to which, during slot k, k new customersarrive. The k are i.i.d. Poisson variables with mean �. Each of these customersis presented to an idle server and the service starts at slot k+1. The service timesare i.i.d. random variables with distribution G. We now come to the M/G/1arrival process: the number of arrivals it generates during slot k equals thenumber of busy servers bk in the M/G/1 queueing system.A more intuitive but equivalent description goes as follows. At the k-th timeslot a number k of new so-called trains are generated according to a Poissondistribution with mean �. The random variables k are taken to be independent.Each train consists of a number of back-to-back customers (i.e. the customersbelonging to the same train arrive in consecutive time slots). The random vari-able representing the length of a train, in number of customers, has distributionG. Again bk denotes the number of customers arriving during slot k. One canderive from this description that the mean arrival rate E[bk] equals ��, with �the mean of G.For future reference we also introduce the continuous-time, uid-ow M/G/1arrival process. In [22] it is de�ned as a random marked Poisson process ofintensity �, the marks of which are i.i.d. random variables with common distri-bution G. The arrival times are those of customers, each of which starts serviceimmediately for a time given by the corresponding mark. Let Nt be the numberof customers in the system at time t. Then At = R t0 dsN(s) denotes the totalamount of uid generated in the interval [0; t]. This de�nition allows for aninterpretation similar to the one for the discrete-time case.6.1.2 LRD M/G/1 arrival processesThe M/G/1 process was �rst mentioned in the context of LRD in [15]. To beable to identify which discrete-time M/G/1 processes are LRD, we recall thecovariance structure for the general case. Let � denote a random variable withdistribution G. As shown in detail in [37],Cov(bj; bj+k) = � 1Xn=kPf� > ng; (6.1)with bj the number of arrivals in slot j. From this formula it follows that avery wide range of covariance structures can be covered by just choosing the



6.1. M/G/1 Arrival Processes and LRD 83appropriate G. Since1Xj=0 Cov(bk; bk+j) = �2E[�(� + 1)];it is clear that the process bk is LRD if the second moment of G is in�nite. Thisis e.g. true for Pareto-like instances of G. A Pareto-like distributed randomvariable, which will be denoted by �A, is characterised byPf�A = kg � ak�s; (6.2)with 2 < s < 3 and a > 0. Note that as before f(k) � g(k) stands forlimk!1 f(k)=g(k) = 1. Hence by (6.1),Cov(bj; bj+k) � �a(s� 1)(s� 2)k2�s: (6.3)According to (1.4) the Hurst parameter of the process bk is given by H =(4� s)=2. From now on the term discrete-time LRD M/G/1 arrival process isreserved for the case with G being a Pareto-like distribution, represented by �Aand determined by 2 < s < 3 and a > 0. Furthermore such an arrival processwill be denoted by A, the generating function of �A by A(z) =P1k=1 akzk andB(z) designates the generating function exp��(z� 1)�. Hence the mean arrivalrate � of A is given by � = B0(1)A0(1) = �B0(1).6.1.3 LRD M/G/1 processes and tra�c measurementsCurrently much research is devoted to the analysis of tra�c measurements. Theresults of these studies can be used to judge the validity of mathematical tra�cmodels. Measurements of Internet tra�c have shown that in several cases theM/G/1 process can be used as a �rst approximation, see e.g. [5], [50], [4] and[47]. Consider the following example.In [50] it is demonstrated that requests for service arrive at an FTP-serveraccording to a Poisson process. Furthermore the lengths of the downloaded�les are approximately distributed like �A in (6.2). So as a �rst approximationan LRD M/G/1 process seems appropriate. When however modelling an FTP-connection in more detail, one has to take into account that the rate by whichdata is transmitted during this connection has a | possibly complicated |stochastic structure of its own. Hence for more accurate results one shouldadapt the M/G/1 process to incorporate this small-time scale behaviour. ForWWW-sessions one gets more or less the same picture, but with an even morecomplicated \within-session" structures, see e.g. [16].A further discussion of this topic is given in Section 6.4.



84 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er Asymptotics6.2 Bu�er AsymptoticsAs indicated in the introduction we will derive the exact bu�er asymptotics forthe multiplexer queue with a discrete-time LRD M/G/1 process A as input.Hence we consider a single-server, in�nite capacity queue with a deterministicservice time equal to one time slot. For stability reasons it is assumed that themean arrival rate � < 1. From now on this queueing system will be denoted byQT (referring to the train arrivals).We start with presenting an overview of some related results concerning thebu�er asymptotics for queues with LRD M/G/1 input, as they can be foundin the literature.To actually determine the exact bu�er asymptotics for the queueing systemunder study, we will derive in Section 6.2.2 an analytically tractable expressionfor the generating function Q(z), associated with the stationary distribution q ofthe bu�er occupancy. Applying the Tauberian theorem for power series (4.3.1),we obtain the asymptotic formula for the tail probabilities. In Section 6.2.4 wegeneralise this result for a queue having as input the superposition of an LRDM/G/1 process and an SRD tra�c stream, modelled by a �nite state DBMAP.6.2.1 Overview of related resultsThe bu�er asymptotics for queues with LRD M/G/1 input are rather exten-sively studied in the literature: see e.g. [12], [34], [33], [41] and [58] We limitour discussion to the two most relevant | with respect to our work | papers.In [41] the authors apply large deviation techniques. The application of theirbounds to the case studied here results inlimk!1 logPfq > kglog k = 2� s; (6.4)indicating tail probabilities which decay according to a power-law. The for-mulation of the statement reveals at the same time the drawback of the largedeviations approach: (6.4) implies Pfq > kg u f(k)k2�s, but the behaviourof f(k) cannot be precisely determined. By using a Tauberian theorem weconclude that f(k) is a constant and we determine its value.For a uid-ow queue with input a continuous-time LRD M/G/1 arrival pro-cess, exact bu�er asymptotics are conjectured in [34] and [35]. Here the distri-bution G is supposed to be regularly varying with non-integer exponent � > 0:Pf� on > xg = l(x)x� ;with � on distributed according to G and l(x) slowly varying, i.e. for � > 1 onehas limx!1 l(�x)=l(x) = 1. The authors state that for the steady-state amount



6.2. Bu�er Asymptotics 85of uid qf in the queue with service rate 1,limx!1 Pfqf > xgR1x=�Pf� on > ug du = �1� �;with � = �E[� on]. Let us translate this result to our setting: the integralR1x=�Pf� on > ugdu becomesP1j=bk=�cPf�A > kg, withbxc the integer part of x.Hence we obtainPfq > kg � �a�2�s(s� 2)(s� 1)(1� �)k2�s:In Section 6.2.3 this formula will be proved. This implies at the same time thatthe conjecture in [35] is bound to be true.6.2.2 The generating function Q(z) of the bu�er distri-bution of QTThe system QT will be modelled as a DBMAP-D-1 queue. Doing so we canuse the Pollachek-Kinchin equation to derive an appropriate representation ofQ(z).The system QT as a DBMAP-D-1 queueWe de�ne the DBMAP associated with A by translating the FEA descriptionof this arrival process as presented in [62] and [64]. We do not just follow theFEA, mainly because the DBMAP approach enables us to state and prove, ina more direct way, the generalisation presented in Section 6.2.4.As shown in Section 3.2, a driving process �k and the link between this processand the number of arrivals, is needed. We recall the de�nition of the in�nite-dimensional driving process �k = ��(i)k �i>1 from [64]: �(i)k is de�ned as the numberof sequences that generate their i-th packet during slot k. Hence�(1)k = e���kk! ;and �(i+1)k = �(i)k�1Xj=1 ci;j for i = 1; : : : ; n� 1;with ci;j a collection of i.i.d. random variables with generating functionCi(z) = 1� pi + piz;



86 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er Asymptoticswherepi = 1�Pij=1 aj1�Pi�1j=1 aj :Hence pi expresses the probability that a train which lasted already i slots, willlast at least i + 1 slots. Clearly the positive integers constitute the state spaceof each component �(i)k . The total number of arrivals is given byek = 1Xi=1 �(i)k :We will denote the DBMAP associated with A by (D;Dl). According to (3.4)the matrices Dl are de�ned by�Dl�(ji)i>1;(j0i)i>1 = P�ek = l; �(i)k = j 0i; i > 1j�(i)k�1 = ji; i > 1	:A representation of Q(z) will be derived from the Pollachek-Kinchin equationX(z) = (z � 1)x0D(z)�zI�D(z)��1:It is therefore important to observe that the vector x0 has only one non-zeroentry: the one corresponding to all the �(i) = 0, its value being p0 = 1 � � =1� �A0(1).Determination of Q(z)The generating function Q(z) = X(z)e, with e a column vector of 1's, satis�eslocally | where the r.h.s. converges | the equalityQ(z) = X(z)e = (z � 1)x0 1Xk=1 �D(n)(z)�kzk e: (6.5)By using the special structure of D(z), we are able to point out for which zthe equality above holds, and which value Q(z) takes at these points. Let ustherefore examine the entries of �D(z)�ke. For k = 1,hD(z)ei(ji)i>1 = B(z)�C1(z)j1C2(z)j2 : : : Cn(z)jn : : :�;and for k = 2,h�D(z)�2ei(ji)i>1 =B(z)B�zC1(z)�hC1�zC2(z)�j1C2�zC3(z)�j2 : : : Cn�zCn+1(z)�jn : : : i:



6.2. Bu�er Asymptotics 87Continuing this way it is clear that for jzj > 1:limk!1�D(z)�ke =B(z)B�zC1(z)�B�zC1�zC2(z)�� : : : BhC1�zC2�: : : zCn(z)��i: : :v(z);with the vector v(z) de�ned by�v(z)�(ji)i>1 = 1Yi=1 �i(z)ji ;and �j(z) = P1k=j akzk�j1�Pj�1k=1 ak :The vector v(z) is the left eigenvector of D(z) with eigenvalue B�z�1(z)� =B�A(z)�. To evaluate the expressions C1�zC2�: : : zCj�1(z)�� we introduce thesequence of random variables �An de�ned byPf�An = ig = 8><>:Pf�A = ig if i < n;Pf�A > ng if i = n;0 if i > n:The corresponding generating functions are denoted by An(z), hence A1(z) = z,: : : , An(z) = a1z+a2z2+: : :+an�1zn�1+(an+an+1+: : : )zn. It is clear that thesequence �An converges weakly to �A. Furthermore the An converge uniformlyto A on D(0; 1), the closed unit disk of the complex plane. Hence also B(An(z))converges uniformly to B(A(z)). Also note thatC1�zC2�: : : zCj�1(z)�� = Aj(z):Using this equality, (6.5) becomesQ(z) = p0(z � 1) 1Xi=1 iYk=1 B(Ak(z))z : (6.6)We now identify some open subset of D(0; 1) on which the r.h.s. of this equationconverges. Since B(A(�1)) < 1, there exists some open set G � D(0; 1) andsome  > 0 such that for z 2 G:����B(A(z))z ���� < 1� 2:



88 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er AsymptoticsBy the uniform convergence of B(An(z)) to B(A(z)), it is clear that there existssome n0 such that for z 2 G and n > n0,����B(An(z))z ���� < 1� :Hence it follows that the r.h.s. of (6.6) converges for z 2 G. The problem withthe expression (6.6) is however that it diverges for z in the neighbourhood of1. Indeed, for z 2 [0; 1), B(Aj(z)) > z. Since we want to apply the Tauberiantheorem for power series, we need an expression for Q which can be evaluatedfor z near 1. We solve this problem by deriving from (6.6) a formula for Qwhich is holomorphic on the open complex unit disk U(0; 1). This formula willbe derived by a limit process. For each n � 1 and z 2 G, (6.6) can be rewrittenas Q(z) = p0(z � 1) nXi=1 iYk=1 B(Ak(z))z+ p0(z � 1) nYk=1 B(Ak(z))z 1Xi=1 iYj=1 B(An+j(z))z :De�ne for z 2 G,Qn(z) = p0(z � 1) nXi=1 iYk=1 B(Ak(z))z+ p0(z � 1) nYk=1 B(Ak(z))z 1Xi=1 iYj=1 B(An(z))z= p0(z � 1) nXi=1 iYk=1 B(Ak(z))z + nYk=1 B(Ak(z))z Vn(z); (6.7)
with Vn(z) = (z � 1)p0 B(An(z))z � B(An(z)) :It is of interest to observe that the functions Qn(z) and Vn(z) are also asso-ciated with queueing systems. Let p(n)0 = 1 � �E[�An ] = 1 � �A0n(1). Thefunction �p(n)0 =p0�Qn(z) represents, on G, the generating function of the bu�erdistribution of the DBMAP-D-1 queue having as input the M/G/1 processwith distribution �An. The function p(n)0 =p0Vn(z) is the generating function ofthe bu�er distribution of the GI-G-1 queue with a deterministic service time of1 slot and with its arrivals distributed according to the random variable withgenerating function B(An(z)). For a detailed introduction to GI-G-1 queues werefer the reader to [13]. Clearly Vn(z) is holomorphic on U(0; 1). Furthermore,



6.2. Bu�er Asymptotics 89one can see that the Vn converge uniformly on the compact subsets of U(0; 1)to V withV (z) = p0(z � 1) B(A(z))z � B(A(z)) :The function V is the generating function of the GI-G-1 queue with a deter-ministic service time of 1 slot and its arrivals distributed according to B(A(z)).This queueing system will be denoted by QB since the cells arrive in batches.Its bu�er asymptotics will be derived in Section 6.2.3.Let us return to Q. Notice that the Qn converge uniformly to Q on G, aconsequence ofQ(z)�Qn(z) =po(z � 1) nYk=1 B(Ak(z))z 1Xi=1�B(An(z))z �i�1� iYj=1 B(An+j(z))B(An(z)) �;and the inequality���� iXj=1 An+j(z)� An(z)���� 6 2A0(1): (6.8)We proceed as follows. First the formula (6.7) for Qn(z) is rewritten, in orderobtain an expression which does not diverge for z approaching 1 if n ! 1.Then we will show that these new expressions for the Qn(z) converge uniformlyon the compact subsets of U(0; 1) to a function Q?(z). But since Q? is equalto Q on G, it follows that Q? = Q on D(0; 1). The actual derivation of thisrepresentation Q? of Q is the subject of Theorem 6.2.7, which constitutes themain result of this section.So let us transform the formula for Qn(z) given by (6.7). Using the equalityB(An(z))z � B(An(z)) = � 1Xk=0 zkB(An(z))k ;which holds on some open disk contained in D(0; 1), it follows thatQn(z) =p0(z � 1) n�2Xi=1" iYk=1B(Ak(z))! 1zi 1� n�1Yk=i+1 B(Ak(z))B(An(z))!#+ "n�1Yk=1 B(Ak(z))B(An(z))#Vn(z): (6.9)The r.h.s. represents a holomorphic function on U(0; 1).



90 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er AsymptoticsTo keep the notation simple, we introduce the following de�nitions,'(n)k (z) = Ak(z)� An(z) + Ak+1(z)� An(z) + : : :+ An�1(z)� An(z)= n�1Xj=k Aj(z)� An(z);'k(z) = Ak(z)� A(z) + Ak+1(z)� A(z) + : : : = 1Xj=k�Aj(z)� A(z)�;�(n)k (z) = B(Ak(z)) : : : B(An�1(z))B(An(z))n�k = exp��'(n)k (z)�;�k(z) = exp��'k(z)�:
The formula for Qn(z) becomes, by making use of the de�nitions given above,Qn(z) = p(n)0 (z � 1) n�2Xi=1" iYk=1B(Ak(z))! 1zi �1� �(n)i+1(z)�+ �(n)1 (z)Vn(z):
We need the following lemmas before we are able to derive in Theorem 6.2.7the representation of Q valid on U(0; 1).Lemma 6.2.1. For each z 2 D(0; 1) the inequality jB(Aj(z))j 6 exp��(jzj�1)�holds.
Proof. A straightforward calculation using the inequality jAj(z)j 6 Aj(jzj) 6 jzjon D(0, 1) leads to the result.Lemma 6.2.2. The sequence 1zk�1 �'(n)k (z)� 'k(z)�n converges uniformly to 0on D(0; 1), for each k > 1.



6.2. Bu�er Asymptotics 91Proof. For z 2 D(0; 1) and n > k,��� 1zk�1'k(z)� '(n)k (z)���= ����� 1zk�1 (n� k)(An(z)� A(z)) + 1zk�1 1Xj=n+1�Aj(z)� A(z)������= �����(n� k)" 1Xj=n+1 aj#zn�k+1 � 1Xj=n+1 akzj�k+1+ " 1Xj=n+2 aj#zn�k+2 � 1Xj=n+2 ajzj�k+1+ " 1Xj=n+3 aj#zn�k+3 � 1Xj=n+3 ajzj�k+1 + : : : �����6 2"(n + 1) 1Xj=n+1aj + 1Xj=n+2aj + 1Xj=n+3 aj + : : :#= 2 Xj=n+1 jaj:Hence the uniform convergence is a consequence of A0(1) =P1j=1 jaj <1.Corollary 6.2.3. The sequence ��(n)k �n converges uniformly to �k on D(0; 1),for each k > 1.Lemma 6.2.4. For each z 2 D(0; 1), the inequalities�����'(n)k (z)zk�1 ����� 6 2Xm>kmam 6 2A0(1)and �����'k(z)zk�1 ����� 6 2Xm>kmam 6 2A0(1)hold for 1 6 k 6 n� 1 and 1 6 k <1 respectively.Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.2.2.Lemma 6.2.5. For each complex z the inequality ��exp(z) � 1�� 6 jzj exp(jzj)holds.Proof. This is straightforward.Lemma 6.2.6. The sequence 1zk�1 ��(n)k (z)� �k(z)�n converges uniformly to 0on D(0; 1), for each k > 1.



92 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er AsymptoticsProof. This is a consequence of Lemma 6.2.5 and Lemma 6.2.2.Now we are able to proof the main result of this section.Theorem 6.2.7. The generating function Q is given on U(0; 1) byQ(z) = p0(z � 1) 1Xi=1" iYk=1B�Ak(z)�! 1zi�1� �i+1(z)�#+�1(z)V (z):Proof. We show that the sequence Qn converges uniformly to Q on the compactsubsets of U(0; 1). The uniform convergence on compact subsets of �(n)1 Vn to�1V is a direct consequence of the uniform convergence of �(n)1 to �1 on D(0; 1)(see Corollary 6.2.3), and of the uniform convergence on compact subsets of Vnto V . This observation allows us to restrict our attention to the convergence ofTn(z) = p0(z � 1) n�2Xi=1" iYk=1B(Ak(z))! 1zi�1� �(n)i+1(z)�#to T (z) = p0(z � 1) 1Xi=1" iYk=1B(Ak(z))! 1zi�1� �i+1(z)�#:Let " > 0. We will show the uniform convergence of Tn to T on the closed diskD(0; ) with radius  < 1. Take z 2 D(0; ). By Lemma 6.2.4 and Lemma 6.2.5we have, for i = 1; : : : ; n� 2 and 1 6 i <1 respectively, that���� 1zi (1� �(n)i+1(z))���� 6 2�A0(1)e2�A0(1));and ���� 1zi (1� �i+1(z))���� 6 2�A0(1)e2�A0(1)):Hence, by choosing N large enough, one obtains, by using Lemma 6.2.1,�����p0(z � 1) n�2Xi=N" iYk=1B�Ak(z)�! 1zi�1� �(n)i+1(z)�#����� < "4 ;for each n > N + 2 and�����p0(z � 1) 1Xi=N" iYk=1B�Ak(z)�! 1zi�1� �i+1(z)�#����� < "4 :



6.2. Bu�er Asymptotics 93Fix N . As a consequence of Lemma 6.2.6 there exists some n0 > N + 2 suchthat for n > n0�����p0(z � 1) N�1Xi=1 " iYk=1B�Ak(z)�! 1zi��i+1(z)� �(n)i+1(z)�#����� < "2 :Hence, for z 2 D(0; ) and n > n0, jT (z) � Tn(z)j < ", which concludes theproof.To simplify forthcoming calculations we rewrite once more the formula for Q.The following de�nitions are used:'?k(z) = A1(z)� A(z) + : : :+ Ak(z)� A(z);�?k(z) = exp��'?k(z)�:This enables us to obtain the following result:Q(z) = p0(z � 1) 1Xi=1 hB(A(z))i�?i (z)�1� �i(z)�i+ �1(z)V (z)= p0 z � 11� B(A(z))z �1� B(A(z))z � 1Xi=1 B(A(z))i�?i (z)�1� �i(z)�+ �1(z)V (z)= p0 z � 1z � B(A(z))B(A(z))�?1(z)�1� �2(z)�+ p0 z � 11� B(A(z))z �1Xi=2 B(A(z))izi ��?i (z)�1� �i+1(z)�� �?i�1(1� �i(z))�+ �1(z)V (z)= V (z)�?1(z) + V (z) 1Xi=1 �?i (z)B(A(z))izi �exp�Ai+1(z)� A(z)�� 1�:(6.10)By Ai+1(z)� A(z) = zi� 1Xj=i+1 aj � 1Xj=i+1 ajzj�i�;it is clear that the last formula represents again a holomorphic function onU(0; 1), and so it is a valid representation of Q(z).



94 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er Asymptotics6.2.3 The bu�er asymptoticsFrom the last expression in the chain of equalities (6.10) it is possible to derivethe bu�er asymptotics. Recall that Q(z) is the generating function associatedwith the stationary distribution q of the bu�er occupancy of the system QT.Hence Q(z) =P1k=0 qkzk with qk = Pfq = kg. Note that, using the formulaE[q] = B0(1)"A0(1)� A00(1)2 #+ B00(1)�A0(1)�2+B0(1)A00(1)2(1� �) ;derived in [62], one haslimz!1�Q0(z) =1:Identifying the way in which Q0(z) diverges when z ! 1�, is the key step indetermining the asymptotic behaviour of the bu�er distribution.Lemma 6.2.8. The behaviour of Q0(z) is given byQ0(z) � 1(1� z)3�s �a�(3� s+ 1)�s�2(1� �)(s� 1)(3� s) for z ! 1�Proof. See Appendix 6.5.By Lemma 6.2.8 we are able to derive the asymptotic behaviour of the tailprobabilities.Theorem 6.2.9. The asymptotic behaviour of the tail probabilities of the sta-tionary distribution of the bu�er occupancy of the queueing system QT is givenby Pfq > kg � �a�s�2(s� 2)(s� 1)(1� �)k2�s: (6.11)Proof. Lemma 6.2.8 and the Tauberian theorem for power series 4.3.1 leads tokXj=1 jqj � �a�s�2(1� �)(s� 1)(3� s)k3�s:An application of [43, 3.3 (c), pg. 59] concludes the proof.From Theorem 6.2.9 we conclude that the bu�er distribution has a power-lawdecay with exponent 2 � s, where s the parameter of the Pareto-like distribu-tion describing the train lengths. Besides the slope of the decay, we also obtainthe constant which determines the asymptotic behaviour completely. As indi-cated before this asymptotic behaviour was postulated, for the related uid owqueue, in [34] and [35].



6.2. Bu�er Asymptotics 95In the same way it is possible to determine the asymptotic behaviour of theGI-D-1 queueing system QB. Here the stationary distribution of the bu�eroccupancy is denoted by v. The generating function V (z) =P1k=0 vkzk of v isgiven by (6.8).Lemma 6.2.10. . The behaviour of V 0(z) is given byV 0(z) � 1(1� z)3�s �a�(3� s+ 1)(1� �)(s� 1)(3� s) for z ! 1�:Proof. See Appendix 6.5.Theorem 6.2.11. The asymptotic behaviour of the tail probabilities of the sta-tionary distribution of the bu�er occupancy of the queueing system QB is givenby Xj>k vj � �a(s� 2)(s� 1)(1� �)k2�s:Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 6.2.9.RemarkTheorem 6.2.9 can also be stated in a form which more or less hides that formula(6.11) is derived for a M/G/1 arrival process. Equation (6.3) describing thecorrelation structure of the M/G/1 process bk with a Pareto-like distributioncan be rewritten asCov(bk; bk+j) � k��with  = a�(s� 2)(s� 1) ;and � = s � 2. With these de�nitions formula (6.11) for the tail probabilitiesbecomesPfq > kg �  ��1� �k��: (6.12)It turns out that the formulas obtained for the superpositions studied in theSection 6.2.4 are covered by (6.12). Simulation results presented in Section 6.3indicate that (6.12) also applies to the queueing system with as input the processY1 studied in Chapter 5.



96 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er Asymptotics6.2.4 Superposition of an LRD M/G/1 and an SRD ar-rival processesIn this section we study what happens with the behaviour of the tail proba-bilities if we feed the superposition of an LRD M/G/1 and an SRD arrivalprocess to the multiplexer queue. First we focus on the case that the second ar-rival process is also a discrete-time M/G/1 process. Later on we generalise theresult obtained for this superposition to the case with the SRD tra�c streammodelled by a DBMAP with a �nite state space.Superposition of an LRD and an SRD M/G/1 processObserve that the superposition of two M/G/1 processes, with train arrivalrates �i, i = 1; 2 and train length distributions �Ai , i = 1; 2, is again a M/G/1process with � = �1 + �2 and �A determined by A(z) = �1=(�1 + �2)A1(z) +�2=(�1+ �2)A2(z). The arrival rates of the individual processes are denoted by�i, hence �i = �iA0i(1). For stability it is assumed that the total arrival rate� = �1 + �2 is less than 1.Consider an arbitrary distribution with �nite variance and generating functionA1(z). It is clear from Section 6.1.2 that the M/G/1 process associated withthis distribution is SRD. The LRD tra�c stream is modelled by an M/G/1process constructed from �2 and �A2 with Pf�A2 = kg � ak�s with s < 2 < 3and a > 0. It is clear thatPf�A = kg � �2�1 + �2ak�s:Hence from Theorem 6.2.9 it follows thatPfq > kg � �2a(�1 + �2)s�2(s� 2)(s� 1)�1� (�1 + �2)�k2�s; (6.13)with q representing the stationary bu�er distribution of the DBMAP-D-1 queuewith as input the superposition. The contribution of the SRD arrivals is onlyreected in the total load. Note that (6.13) can also be obtained from (6.3).This result can be easily generalised to the case with both M/G/1 processesLRD.Superposition of two LRD M/G/1 processesHere both the train length distributions are Pareto-like: Pf�Ai = kg � aik�si,i = 1; 2. NowPf�A = kg � ��1 + �2ak�s;with s = min(s1; s2), a and � the ai and the �i corresponding to this s. Again(6.12) describes the asymptotic behaviour. As expected the \worst" behavingtra�c stream determines the decay of the tail probabilities.



6.2. Bu�er Asymptotics 97Superposition of an LRD M/G/1 process and an SRD DBMAPConsider an SRD tra�c stream modelled by the DBMAP (D�;D�l ). We assumethat this DBMAP has a �nite state space and that its z-transformD�(z) is diag-onisable in a neighbourhood of 1. As in Section 6.2.2, the DBMAPmodelling theLRD discrete-time M/G/1 process is denoted by (D;Dl). The DBMAP repre-senting the superposition is denoted by (DS;DSl ), hence DS(z) = D�(z)
D(z).It is assumed that the total arrival rate �S = �� + � < 1. The stationary bu�erdistribution of the DBMAP-D-1 queue with input (DS;DSl ) will be denoted byq, its generating function by Q(z).We start again with the rewritten Pollachek-Kinchin equation:Q(z) = XS(z)e = xS0 (z � 1) 1Xk=1 �DS(z)�kzk :As before this expression is only considered for those z for which the r.h.s.converges. Note that xS0 = (1 � �S)y 
 g for some y, with ye = 1, and with(1��)g = x0. The vectors g and x0 are associated with the DBMAP-D-1 queuehaving (D;Dl) as input. The special form of xS0 is caused by the fact that ghas only one non zero entry. Consider the spectral decomposition of D�(z):D�(z) = mXj=1 �j(z)Bj(z);with �1(z) representing the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue for z real and positive.Hence Q(z) is given byQ(z) = (1� �S)(z � 1) mXj=1 1Xk=1��j(z)kyBj(z)e��g�D(z)�kzk e�: (6.14)Since �1(1) = 1 and �j(1) < 1 for j > 2, we examine the contributions for j = 1and j > 2 to the r.h.s. of (6.14) separately. Let us start with j > 2. De�necj(z) = yBj(z)e. Because �j(1) < 1, the expression(1� �S)(z � 1)cj(z) 1Xi=1 iYk=1 B(Ak(z))�j(z)zconverges in a neighbourhood of 1. At the same time the derivative to z of thisexpression is bounded in a neighbourhood of 1. Hence, by the techniques of theproof of Theorem 6.2.9, it is clear that the terms with j 6= 1 do not contributeto the asymptotic formula for the tail probabilities. Let us therefore focus onj = 1. First of all note thatddz�1(z)B(A(z))���z=1 = �� + � = �S < 1: (6.15)



98 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er AsymptoticsThis observation allows us to repeat the calculations of Section 6.2.2. The termwith j = 1 in (6.14) equals(1� �S)(z � 1)c1(z) 1Xi=1"� iYk=1B(Ak(z))���1(z)z �i�1� �i+1(z)��+c1(z)�1(z)(1 � �S) �1(z)B(A(z))z � �1(z)B(A(z)) :Since (6.11) describing the tail probabilities of the system QT is essentially ob-tained from (6.20) and (6.21), which can be found in the proof of Theorem 6.2.9,we translate (6.21) to the case considered here:limz!1�(1� z)3�s�" 1Xk=1 1Xj=k+1ak!��1(z)B(A(z)�k#0= �a��� + ��s�2�(3� s + 1)(s� 1)(3� s) :Note furthermore that c1(1) = ye��e = 1. Hence we conclude thatPfq > kg � �a(�� + �)s�2(s� 2)(s� 1)�1� (�� + �)� :6.3 Simulation ResultsSimulation results concerning three di�erent queueing systems are presented.The �rst system �ts within the scope of Theorem 6.2.9, the other two point outpossible generalisations for this theorem.Simulation of a Pareto queue with 2 < s < 3This �rst numerical example is a simulation of the so-called Pareto queue, whichis an instance of the system QT withPf�A = jg = j1�s � (j + 1)1�s:Hence a = s � 1 and the mean arrival rate is � = �P1n=1 n�s. The �rst caseshown in Figure 6.1 has s = 2:8 and � = 0:4, resulting in a load of about0:75. For the second one s = 2:5 and � = 0:2, resulting in a load of 0:52. Theapproximation is based on (6.11). Although this formula is only asymptoticallyvalid, it seems to be a good approximation over the whole range.
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Figure 6.1: Pareto queue with 2 < s < 3Simulation of a Pareto queue with s < 3Although Theorem 6.2.9 is proved for 2 < s < 3, formula (6.11) also seems validfor s > 3. This is illustrated by the two cases shown in Figure 6.2. Here s isrespectively 3.2 and 3.8, � is respectively 0.6 and 0.5. Both cases have a loadof 0.75.Process Y1 of Chapter 5 revisitedFormula (6.12) seems also to be applicable to the DBMAP-D-1 queue with asinput the process Y 1 studied in Chapter 5. Let us �rst demonstrate how theM/G/1 process and Y1 can be related.Assume that p = 1. An active period of the source X(i) corresponds to thegeneration of a train of back-to-back cells. These trains are generated by thesource X(i) at a rate of�(i) = 1E[� (i)on ] +E[� (i)o� ] = biai(1 + bi) ;with � (i)on and � (i)o� corresponding to the on- and o�-periods of X(i). Let � =
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Figure 6.2: Pareto queue with s > 3P1i=1 �(i). If X denotes the distribution of the Y1 train lengths thenPfX = kg = 1Xi=1 PfX = kjX is generated by source ig= 1Xi=1� ba�ih1� � ba�iik�(i)� :With X playing the role of �A and train arrival rate � the associated M/G/1process has the same mean arrival rate as Y1:�E[X] = � 1Xi=1 1Xk=1 kh1� � ba�iik�(i)�= 1Xi=1 11 + bi :The outline presented above supports the application of (6.12) to the Y1-queue.Clearly � = � = log b=(log a � log b). The value of  has to be determinednumerically. The �rst example shown in Figure 6.3 has a = 5, b = 2; for thesecond example a = 8, b = 2. In both cases the load equals 0.76.
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Figure 6.3: Simulation of the Y1-queue6.4 Discussion and Open ProblemsFrom a practical point of view the studied queueing system QT has a ratherlimited scope. In this discussion we �rst identify the two main factors limitingthe applicability of this model. Then we indicate some possibilities to adaptthe system QT, in order to broaden its scope. The consequences for the bu�erasymptotics are also touched upon.6.4.1 Factors limiting the applicability of QTThe two main factors limiting the scope of QT are:1. the cells arrive back-to-back,2. the service rate is limited to 1.In Section 6.1.2 it was indicated that although the M/G/1 process can be usedas a �rst approximation for some important real tra�c streams, it should, inorder to achieve higher accuracy, also incorporate the modelling of the small-time scale behaviour. Having the cells arriving back-to-back clearly does not �twithin this picture. Therefore an adaptation of the discrete-time LRD M/G/1process, introducing a | yet simple | stochastic substructure, is presented inthe next section. Although it is only a slight modi�cation, we demonstrate thatit could bear a large inuence on the tail probabilities.



102 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er AsymptoticsThe second limiting factor can be resolved by allowing c servers, with c >1. Doing so we end up with a DBMAP-D-c queue, to which the techniquesintroduced in this chapter can be applied. By referring to results obtained bylarge deviation techniques, we point out which behaviour can be expected forthe tail probabilities.6.4.2 Thinning the M/G/1 processInstead of having a train generating its stream of cells back-to-back, cells aregenerated only with probability p during an activity period. For this class ofarrival processes the mean arrival rate becomes �pE[�A].The inuence of this modi�cation on the tail probabilities is demonstrated byconsidering a sequence of such processes AN . Consider some � and �A. For theprocess AN we let p = 1=N and we take N� as the train arrival rate. Hencethe mean arrival rate stays the same but the autocovariance ultimately vanisheswhen N !1, which can be veri�ed by the formulas presented in Section 2.3.1.The queues having as input these processes AN converge to the GI-D-1 queue,with arrivals distributed according to a Poisson distribution with mean �. Ofcourse this queue exhibits exponentially decaying tail probabilities. Since forN = 1 one has the Pareto-like tail probabilities of formula (6.11), a tail transi-tion should occur one way or another. Attacking this problem by the techniquesused introduced in this chapter is an open problem. One of the di�culties toovercome is the fact that there is no closed form expression for the vector x0when N > 1.6.4.3 Increasing the number of serversConsider the DBMAP-D-c queue with c > 1 and having the discrete-time LRDM/G/1 process as input. As shown in Section 3.4.1 we have the Pollachek-Kinchin equationX(z) = c�1Xj=0 xjD(z)(zc � zj)�zcI�D(z)��1;to analyse the asymptotic behaviour of the tail probabilities. As in Section 6.4.2,the fact that there are no closed form formulas for the vectors x0, x1, : : : , xc�1complicates the computations, but it may be possible to make a qualitativeanalysis like the one in Section 4.3.3. Preliminary attempts indicated that thisproblem is far from trivial.As shown in the literature a change or transition in the asymptotic behaviourmay occur if the number of servers increases. We clarify this by recalling severalbounds obtained by large deviation techniques. They are written down in thenotation of this chapter. It is assumed that c � �E[�A] > 0, otherwise thestationary bu�er distribution q would not exist.



6.5. Appendix 103In [41] the authors obtained the lower boundlim infk!1 logPfq > kglog k > �(s� 2)(�c� �E[�A]�+ 1); (6.16)with bxc denoting the integer part of x. Furthermore they proved the upperboundlim supk!1 logPfq > kglog k 6 �(s� 2): (6.17)In [22] another upper bound is stated:lim supk!1 logPfq > kglog k 6 1� (s� 2)(c� �E[�A]): (6.18)As indicated in [41] the upper bound (6.18) gets below the upper bound (6.17)if c� �E[�A] > s� 1s� 2 :Hence when c��E[�A] becomes large enough, the nature of the decay of the tailprobabilities changes. When c = 1 this clearly never happens since 2 < s < 3,which is in correspondence with the results of Section 6.2.3.6.5 AppendixWe �rst give the proof of Lemma 6.2.10, because this lemma will be used in theproof of Lemma 6.2.8.Proof of lemma 6.2.10. Di�erentiating V (z) givesp0��1� B(A(z))�2 + 1� B(A(z))� (1� z)zB(A(z))�A0(z)�z � B(A(z))�2 :By using B(A(z)) =P1k=0[�(A(z)� 1)]k=k! we obtainlimz!1�(1� z)s�3V 0(z) = limz!1�(1� z)s�3p0�1� A(z)� (1� z)A0(z)�z �B(A(z))�2 :Furthermore,1� A(z)� (1� z)A0(z) = (1� z)" 1Xk=1 ak k�1Xj=0 zj � 1Xk=1 kakzk�1#= (1� z)2 1Xk=1 k" 1Xj=k+1 aj#zj�1:



104 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er AsymptoticsSince for k !1,k 1Xj=k+1aj � cs� 1k2�s;and limz!1� (1� z)2�z � B(A(z))�2 = 1p20 ;we obtain by applying the Theorem 4.3.1limz!1�(1� z)s�3V 0(z) = �a�(3� s+ 1)(1� �)(s� 1)(3� s) :This last equality concludes the proof.Proof of lemma 6.2.8. To keep the proof readable, the expression (6.10) for Qis repeated:Q(z) = V (z) exp���z � A(z)��+ V (z) 1Xi=1 �?i (z)B(A(z))izi �exp�Ai+1(z)� A(z)�� 1�: (6.19)Furthermore we introduce the following de�nitions:	i(z) = B(A(z))i�?i (z) 1zi �exp�Ai+1(z)� A(z)�� 1�;	(z) = 1Xi=1 	i(z):Hence, we can rewrite (6.19) asQ(z) = V (z) exp���z � A(z)��+ V (z)	(z)and Q0(z) = V 0(z) exp���z � A(z)��+ V (z) ddz exp���z � A(z)��+ V 0(z)	(z) + V (z)	0(z):First of all we study the behaviour of 	(z). Each term 	i is non-negative on[0; 1] since Aj(z) � A(z) > 0 for j > 1 and for z 2 [0; 1]. Furthermore, byLemma 6.2.5,	i(z) 6 1zi��Ai+1(z)� A(z)� exp�Ai+1(z)� A(z)�6 1zi��Ai+1(z)� A(z)�e�= " 1Xk=n+2 ak!z � 1Xk=n+2 akzk�n#e�:



6.5. Appendix 105This results in0 6 	(z) 6 e�" 1Xk=3(k � 2)ak!z � 1Xk=3(k � 2)akzk#:Hence,limz!1�	(z) = 0:Using this result, together with similar observations, we obtainlimz!1�(1� z)3�sQ0(z) = limz!1�(1� z)3�sV 0(z) + limz!1�(1� z)3�s	0(z):Furthermore,	0(z) = 1Xi=1 	0i(z);because of the uniform convergence of hPki=1	iik to 	 on compact subsets ofU(0; 1). We will now focus on the behaviour of 	0(z) since we already know thebehaviour of V 0(z). De�ne:�i(z) = B(A(z))izi ��Ai+1(z)� A(z)�;!i(z) = 1 + 1Xk=1 ���Ai+1(z)� A(z)��k(k + 1)! :Hence,	(z) = 1Xi=1 �?i (z)�i(z)!i(z);and 	0(z) = 1Xi=1 ��?i (z)�0�i(z)!i(z) + 1Xi=1 �?i (z)�0i(z)!i(z) + 1Xi=1 �?i (z)�i(z)!0i(z):The inequalities" ddz �?i (z)#+ 6 ��?i (z) 1Xk=2(k � 1) 1Xj=k aj!zk�2



106 6. LRD M/G/1 Arrival Processes and Bu�er Asymptoticsand " ddz �?i (z)#� 6 ��?i (z) 1Xk=2 kakzk�1;where [f(z)]+ = maxf0; f(z)g and [f(z)]� = �minf0; f(z)g, implylimz!1�(1� z)3�s 1Xi=1 ��?i (z)�0�i(z)!i(z) = 0:Making use of similar techniques it also follows thatlimz!1�(1� z)3�s 1Xi=1 �?i (z)�i(z)!0i(z) = 0:Proceeding in the same way one ultimately obtainslimz!1�(1� z)3�s	0(z) = limz!1�(1� z)3�s"1z 1Xi=1 �i(z)#0:Observe that 1zP1i=1 �i(z) can be rewritten in a much more tractable way:1zXi=1 �i(z) =�" 1Xk=1 1Xj=k+1ak!B(A(z))k + A(z)� 1z + a1 � A[B(A(z))]� A(z)B(A(z))� z #:(6.20)First of all note thatlimz!1�(1� z)3�s�" 1Xk=1 1Xj=k+1 ak!B(A(z))k#0 = �a�s�2�(3� s+ 1)(s� 1)(3� s) : (6.21)FurthermoreA�B(A(z))�� A(z)B(A(z))� z = A�B(A(z))�� 1B(A(z))� z + 1� A(z)B(A(z))� zand A�B(A(z))�� 1B(A(z))� z = v(z)t(z);



6.5. Appendix 107with v(z) = 1�B(A(z))B(A(z))� zand t(z) = � 1Xk=0 Xj>k aj!B(A(z))k:Clearly t(1) = �A0(1) andlimz!1� v(z) = �1� �:Furthermore,ddzv(z) = 1� B(A(z))� (1� z)�B(A(z))�0�B(A(z))� z�2 ;and since1� A(z)B(A(z))� z = v(z) 1� A(z)1� B(A(z)) = v(z) 1�+ �22! �A(z)� 1�+ : : : ;it follows thatlimz!1�(1� z)3�s ddz"�A[B(A(z))]� A(z)B(A(z))� z #= �a�s�2�(3� s+ 1)(s� 1)(3� s) + �1� � �a�s�2�(3� s + 1)(s� 1)(3� s)� �a�(3� s+ 1)(1� �)(s� 1)(3� s) :By taking a look at (6.5) one can conclude thatlimz!1�(1� z)3�sQ0(z) = �a�s�2�(3� s+ 1)(1� �)(s� 1)(3� s) ;which �nishes the proof.





ConclusionDelivering QoS guarantees together with an e�cient use of network resources isone of the aims when designing today's multiservice communication networks.Mathematical contributions to the solution of this problem typically belong toone of the following domains:1. the construction of arrival processes accurately modelling network tra�c,2. the development and study of methods to solve the queueing systemswhich model the various network elements,3. the study of speci�c queueing systems to obtain applicable results.The study presented in this thesis mainly contributes to the last two domains.The demonstration in Chapter 3 of the equivalence of the FEA and the MAAcan be identi�ed as a �rst contribution, mainly because the examination of thisequivalence provides new insights from which both methods bene�t. Amongother things, the treatment of the boundary probabilities, presented at the endof Chapter 3, is of interest here. Furthermore it should be noted that throughoutthis thesis both methods are used as complementary to one another.A second main contribution concerns tail transitions. This study focuses pri-marily on the application of new techniques, rather than on analysing queueingsystems of high practical relevance. The application of Darboux's theorem tothe queues in tandem reveals a complex asymptotic behaviour, which cannotbe captured by the application of large deviation techniques as presented ine.g. [23]. This illustrates the power of the careful analysis of the generatingfunctions associated with a queueing system.Although the model studied in Section 4.3 is straightforward, the results con-cerning the multi-server queue having as input the superposition of an LRDand an SRD tra�c stream put the practical importance of LRD into a widerperspective. It is shown that although the total arrival process is LRD, thetail probabilities may still decay exponentially. With respect to the design ofbu�ers, this a much better situation than with Weibullian or power-law tails,which are usually associated with LRD input.The third contribution of this thesis is found in both Chapter 5 and Chapter 6,where the aim is to determine, as accurately as possible, the tail probabili-ties for speci�c types of queueing systems. The invoked techniques di�er to a



large extent. By its nature the system studied in Chapter 5 has to be anal-ysed by large deviation techniques, resulting in a rather coarse lower bound forthe tail probabilities. The analysis of the queue with LRD M/G/1 input ismuch more successful, mainly because it is possible to obtain an analyticallytractable expression for the generating function associated with the stationarybu�er distribution. By a thorough analysis of this generating function, whichinvolves the extensive use of the Tauberian theorem for power series, the exactasymptotic behaviour could be obtained. Unfortunately the studied model israther limited with respect to practical applications. It is however indicatedthat the techniques developed in Chapter 6 are also applicable to extensions ofthis model which are more useful in practice.



Nederlandse SamenvattingDit werk behandelt het asymptotisch gedrag van wachtrijen. Onder asymp-totisch gedrag verstaat men het staartgedrag van de stationaire distributiesgeassocieerd met de bezetting van bu�ers in wachtrijsystemen. Hoewel dezestudie eerder wiskundig van aard is, zijn er nauwe banden met de huidige net-werkpraktijk. Het feit dat het in deze thesis gehanteerde wiskundige modelafgeleid is van een re�eel netwerkelement, met name de statistische multiplexer,onderstreept dit.In Hoofdstuk 1 wordt het belang en de achtergrond van de studie van hetasymptotisch gedrag geschetst. Vooral ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode)en QoS (Quality of Service) komen aan bod. Vervolgens wordt het mathema-tische multiplexer model ingevoerd. Zoals blijkt is het aankomstenproces vangroot belang. Daarom wordt er tevens ingegaan op de karakteristieken van hethuidige netwerkverkeer. Veel aandacht wordt besteed aan LRD (Long RangeDependence), daar uit talrijke metingen blijkt dat dit soort verkeer overvloedigvoorkomt in hedendaagse datanetwerken.Alle bestudeerde aankomstenprocessen worden gemodelleerd als een DBMAP(Discrete-time Batch Markovian Arrival Process). De meeste wachtrijen zijnvan het DBMAP-D-1 type, afgezien van de DBMAP-D-c wachtrij die hoofza-kelijk aan bod komt in Sectie 4.3.3. De DBMAPs en de wachtrijen van hetDBMAP-D-1 type worden zorgvuldig gede�nieerd in Hoofdstuk 2. Wat deDBMAP betreft, wordt er vooral dieper ingegaan op de autocorrelatie. Dezeautocorrelatie is na de gemiddelde aankomstensnelheid de belangrijkste karak-teristiek van een aankomstenproces. De DBMAP-D-1 wachtrij behoort tot hetdomein van de M/G/1-type Markov ketens. De theorie hieraan verbonden wordtbondig gepresenteerd. Nadruk wordt vooral gelegd op de Pollachek-Kinchin ver-gelijking.In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt tevens het asymptotisch gedrag van een grote klasse vanDBMAP-D-1 wachtrijen bestudeerd aan de hand van de klassieke dominantepool benadering. Voor deze klasse van wachtrijen wordt het asymptotisch ge-drag eveneens bepaald met behulp van de theorie der grote afwijkingen. Daarbijkomen enkele interessante verbanden tussen beide methodes aan het licht.Hoofdstuk 3 handelt niet rechtstreeks over asymptotisch gedrag. In dit hoofd-stuk wordt aangetoond dat het hanteren van de methode der functionele ver-gelijking, of het gebruiken van matrix-analytische technieken om wachtrijen op



te lossen, in wezen equivalent is. Dit wordt met name gedetailleerd aange-toond voor de DBMAP-D-1 wachtrij. Voor de DBMAP-G-1 wachtrij en deDBMAP-D-c wachtrij wordt enkel aangegeven hoe de equivalentie kan wordeningezien. Dit hoofdstuk besluit met twee diepgaand behandelde voorbeelden.Staarttransities vormen het onderwerp van Hoofdstuk 4. Een staarttransitie iseen abrupte verandering in het asymptotisch gedrag van een wachtrij, als gevolgvan een continue verandering van de parameters die de wachtrij vastleggen.Twee wachtrijsystemen waarin deze staarttransities op een natuurlijke wijzevoorkomen, worden bestudeerd. Het is van belang op te merken dat het hierom twee sterk verschillende wachtrijen gaat. De eerst wachtrij modelleert tweewachtrijen die in tandem zijn opgesteld. De technieken die hier gehanteerdworden om het asymptotisch gedrag te onderzoeken zijn een veralgemeningvan deze gebruikt voor de dominante pool benadering. De tweede wachtrijheeft als aankomstenproces een superpositie van een LRD en een Markoviaanseverkeersstroom. Afhankelijk van de relatieve grootte van beide componentengedraagt de wachtrij zich asymptotisch radicaal verschillend.In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt getracht, aan de hand van de theorie van de pseudo frac-tale aankomstenprocessen, het asymptotisch gedrag te bepalen van een wachtrijmet LRD aankomsten. Daartoe wordt een LRD aankomstenproces gede�nieerdals de limiet van een rij van Markoviaanse processen. De correlatiestructuur vanhet LRD proces wordt gedetailleerd bepaald. Een ondergrens voor het asymp-totisch gedrag van de wachtrij wordt bekomen door middel van de theorie dergrote afwijkingen.Hoofdstuk 6 behandelt een wachtrij met aankomstenstroom een LRD M/G/1proces. Er wordt middels de Pollachek-Kinchin vergelijking een handelbare for-mule afgeleid voor de stationaire distributie van de wachtrij. Met behulp vaneen Tauber stelling is het mogelijk het gedrag van deze genererende functie teanalyseren. De informatie die alzo bekomen wordt, maakt een exacte beschrij-ving van het asymptotisch gedrag van de wachtrij mogelijk. Deze methodologiewordt vervolgens ook toegepast op een wachtrij met als aankomstenproces eensuperpositie van een Markoviaans proces en een LRD M/G/1 proces. De resul-taten worden tevens ge�evalueerd vanuit een praktisch oogpunt. Dit leidt tot eenbeschouwing over het toepassen van de gehanteerde technieken voor de studievan meer algemene wachtrijen.
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